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ABSTRACT 
 

  The ability to accurately measure and predict the velocity of 
explosively driven flyer plates has been a subject of significant work by the 
explosives community for some time. The majority of this work has focused 
on the use of high-energy, ideal explosives that are of interest for defense 
applications. Several attempts have been made to modify the experimental 
methods developed for these ideal explosives for use in testing low-energy, 
non-ideal explosive compounds (including industrially useful mixtures of 
ammonium nitrate, fuels, and additives) with varying degrees of success. The 
detonation properties of non-ideal explosives are difficult to measure precisely 
due to the effect of physical, environmental, and geometric factors on the 
detonation of these materials. The work presented in this document attempts 
to mitigate the variability inherent in measurements of non-ideal, ammonium 
nitrate-based explosives by performing testing using charge geometry similar 
to that used in the industrial process of explosion welding. A method to 
measure flyer plate velocity with optical high-speed imaging using 
commercially available equipment is described. Flyer plate velocity data from 
both experimental measurements and numerical modeling is presented. A 
new formula for predicting explosive energy based on the detonation velocity 
of an ammonium nitrate based explosive in a planar geometry is proposed 
and applied to a theoretical explosive cladding scenario.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 Impact welding is an industrial process that allows for the successful 
welding of dissimilar metals. An energy source is used to propel a moving flyer 
plate into a stationary base plate at very high velocities, creating a solid-state 
bond at the metal interface.  Explosives are the most common energy source 
used to propel the flyer plate (Banker, 1993). Magnetic fields and gas guns have 
also been used successfully at the laboratory scale but are not feasible for the 
large plates used in industrial production. When explosives are used, this 
process is commonly known as explosion welding.  A diagram of the explosion 
welding process is shown in Figure 1.1, in which the detonation of an explosive 
placed on the flyer plate causes a high-velocity impact between the flyer plate 
and base plate.  

 

Figure 1.1: Diagram of explosion welding process showing flyer plate velocity, 
collision point velocity, and impact angle 

Detonation is the very rapid (µs time scale) combustion reaction of a 
thermodynamically metastable substance producing high-temperature and high-

}
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pressure gases.  The detonation can be described as a shock wave moving into 
unreacted material and initiating the reaction while being supported by the high-
pressure gas products of this reaction. The velocity of detonation (VOD) 
describes how fast a detonation front passes into the unreacted explosive charge. 
Each explosive composition with a given set of physical properties will exhibit a 
characteristic VOD.  In Figure 1.1, the detonation front is a boundary between 
unreacted explosives and post-detonation gases at a point in time when the 
detonation front has traveled from the right edge of the flyer plate.  High-pressure 
post-detonation gases create large forces that propel the flyer plate into the base 
plate creating a bond region to the right of the bent or angled part of the flyer 
plate. The impact angle was defined by Deribas (1967) to be dependent on ratio 
of the detonation velocity of the explosive to the sound velocity in the flyer plate 
according to Taylor’s Formula (1941, 1963). 

      (1.1) 

In which: 

 ! is the dynamic bend angle of the flyer plate (equal to the collision angle 
in Figure 1.1) 

 v is the flyer plate velocity 

 VOD is the detonation velocity of the explosive 

The physical and metallurgical properties of the two metals define a 
weldability window that provides ranges for impact velocity, collision point velocity, 
and impact angle for which welding will occur. While the physical and 
metallurgical properties are fixed values for the two metals to be joined, the 
values for impact velocity, collision point velocity, and impact angle are variable 
based on the geometric and chemical properties of the explosive charge. A 
complete understanding of the explosive behavior of an energetic material, 

θ = sin−1 v
2 VOD( )

"

#
$$

%

&
''
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specifically the conversion of chemical potential energy in the explosive material 
to kinetic energy in the flyer plate (henceforth referred to as “explosive energy”), 
is therefore essential to successful explosive welding.  

The experiments conducted in this study develop an empirically derived 
relation between detonation velocity and explosive energy for ammonium nitrate-
based explosives with inert additives. The calculated energy of an explosive in a 
planar layout is based on optical measurements of an explosively driven flyer 
plate using a new high-speed imaging based experimental method. This high-
speed imaging method also allows the direct measurement of welding 
parameters (i.e. flyer plate angle) as well as the qualitative measurement of plate 
deformation over a range of detonation velocities and initiation points. The 
proposed relationship between detonation velocity and explosive energy will then 
be applied to a variety of ammonium nitrate-based explosives and the results will 
be compared to values predicted by published relations between detonation 
velocity and explosive energy. Detonation velocity and explosive energy 
measurements will be used as inputs into a previously developed algorithm 
(Raidanatham, 1993) that predicts the explosion welding parameters for a 
copper-steel plate welding system. The predicted parameters will be compared 
with explosion welding parameters given by literature for copper-steel to evaluate 
the effectiveness of a charge for use in explosion welding. 

 Developing a complete understanding of the properties of the ammonium 
nitrate and fuel oil (ANFO) explosives that are commonly used by North 
American explosive welders is difficult due to the non-ideal nature of these 
explosives. Simply, an ideal explosive would exhibit only a small decrease in its 
detonation velocity as it approaches its minimum thickness at which it can 
sustain a detonation. This minimum thickness is known as the explosives “critical 
thickness”. Conversely, the detonation velocity of a non-ideal explosive will drop 
off rapidly as it approaches its critical thickness. This drop off can be on the order 
of 70% decrease from the theoretical maximum detonation velocity of the 
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explosive (Kennedy 1995). Ammonium nitrate and fuel oil is also non-ideal in that 
its physical properties can markedly change between suppliers and even 
between batches from the same supplier. Davis (2001) describes this difficulty 
succinctly by stating “differences may be expected in otherwise identical 
experiments using ANFO from different sources.” The dependence of non-ideal 
explosives detonation velocity on charge thickness and confinement indicates 
that the relationships between detonation velocity and explosive energy that have 
been developed for ideal explosives will not accurately predict the explosive 
energy of non-ideal charges.  Ideal and non-ideal detonation principles are 
discussed further in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.   

Detonation velocity is the only detonation property that is routinely 
measured outside of specialized laboratories. Detonation velocity is the rate at 
which the detonation reaction propagates through an explosive material (Cooper, 
1996). Several groups have also developed the ability to capture the gas output 
of a small charge and calculate the thermochemical energy release of the 
explosive (Sinditskii et al. 2005; Gunawan and Zhang 2009). Of more interest, 
however, is the ability of an explosive compound to accelerate and propel metal. 
Early work to define and measure explosive energy was performed in order to 
optimize explosive designs for weapons development. Several formulas were put 
forth to estimate explosive energy. These formulas are both empirically derived 
(Taylor 1941) and developed from simple physical principles (Gurney 1943) for a 
range of charge geometries. The prediction and measurement of explosive 
energy is complicated by the role of both the shock energy and gas energy of the 
charge in accelerating the flyer plate (Backofen and Weickert 2001). This two-
component mechanism of plate propulsion allowed for the development of 
explosive energy prediction formulas and validation using relatively ideal 
explosives. These formulas are poorly suited to use with non-ideal explosive 
compounds. 
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1.1 Description of Work 

  This work has been divided into two separate but related sections. The 
first section is a large series of experimental tests to compare the physical 
properties (particle size, fuel type, additive type, additive quantity) and charge 
geometry (shape, thickness/diameter) to the measured detonation velocity of a 
range of ammonium nitrate-based mix designs. The second section focuses on 
the development and validation of a method for measuring explosive energy 
through the measurement of flying plate velocity using high -peed imaging.  The 
primary goal of this work is to develop a simple relationship between detonation 
velocity and explosive energy that is applicable to ammonium nitrate based 
explosives for explosive welding. 

Diesel fuel is used in the majority of currently available ammonium nitrate-
based explosives and is the default fuel type used in this study. Pulverized coal 
dust from the Omaha Public Power District (OPPD) Nebraska City power station 
and commercially available confectioners sugar were also tested. All AN-fuel 
mixes were designed to be stoichiometric so that oxygen balance of the chemical 
reaction is achieved.  

The final mix component tested is the addition of the non-reactive 
additives perlite and water. Perlite is used as a density modifier to slow down the 
detonation reaction, and was tested in concentrations of 5 to 20% of the charge 
by weight. Water also retards the reaction of AN-based explosives and is tested 
in nominal concentrations of 2 to 10% by weight. These concentrations are based 
on the assumptions that: there is no moisture present in the AN prior to the 
addition of water; and that there is no evaporation from the charge after the 
addition of water. These assumptions will be discussed and justified in Chapter 4. 
The effect of charge geometry on detonation velocity was tested using crushed 
ammonium nitrate with fuel oil (ANFO). The geometries used in testing were: 75-
mm diameter cylinder, 100-mm diameter cylinder, and slab geometries of various 
length-to-width ratios and various charge thicknesses.  
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The second part of this work consisted of the development of a method to 
measure the velocity of an explosively driven plate in free flight. In this method, a 
plate is suspended 1-meter above the ground by cables secured to the walls of 
the AXPRO Explosives Research Laboratory (ERL) test pit. The explosive charge 
is placed on top of the plate. A high-speed camera (Vision Research Phantom 
v7.3) with a minimum frame rate of 30,000 frames per second is placed 
orthogonal to the plate looking at the edge of the plate. This camera then records 
the deformation and displacement of the plate as the detonation propagates from 
the point of initiation. Image analysis and velocity measurement is performed 
using the tools available in the Vision Research Cine Viewer 2.0 software, which 
provides calibrated distances and accurate time to compute velocity. The 
advantages of this method are two-fold: (1) the explosive charge is tested on a 
relatively large plate in a geometry sufficiently similar in length and width to that 
used industrially; and (2) the method of measurement is not affected by varying 
the thickness of the charge, location of initiation, plate thickness, or charge 
confinement.    

1.2 Document Structure 

The goal of this research is to relate detonation velocity to the explosive 
energy of various ANFO mixes and then apply that knowledge to design an 
explosion welding shot for the cladding of copper to mild steel. This metal 
combination has been well studied at the Colorado School of Mines through a 
series of senior design projects in the Department of Metallurgical and Materials 
Engineering. A new method to measure flyer plate velocity using high-speed 
photography has been developed for this purpose.  

Chapter 2 discusses a simple theory of detonation, the derivation of the 
Gurney equations, and why it is necessary to develop a method to directly 
measure the plate velocity for charges using ammonium nitrate based explosives. 
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A review of the literature pertaining to ammonium nitrate-based explosives 
is presented in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 describes the experimental procedure for both detonation 
velocity and explosive energy testing. Test matrices and mix designs for testing 
the effects of changing ammonium nitrate particle size, various fuel components, 
and inert and chemically active additives are presented. The effects of charge 
geometry on detonation velocity in ANFO will be discussed in the context of the 
selection of flyer plate size. 

Chapter 5 presents the results of experimental testing of the detonation 
velocity of ammonium nitrate-based explosives with varying AN particle size, fuel 
type, additive type and quantity, and charge geometry. 

Chapter 6 covers the analysis of flyer plate measurements. Images of the 
flying plate and the method used to analyze them are presented. Discussion will 
include a simple estimation of the gas pressure in the post-detonation gases 
based on plate acceleration and elongation.  

Chapter 7 gives a comparison of the experimental results with the output 
of a simple numerical model developed using ANSYS AUTODYN and Chapter 8 
compares these numerically calculated values with experimental results and 
proposes a new function to predict the Gurney Velocity of ammonium nitrate-
based explosives based on their detonation velocity. This proposed relationship 
is applied to a weldability window in Chapter 9 and the implications explosion-
welding design are discussed. 

Conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in 
Chapter 10. Recommendations for future work will focus on improving the quality 
of data acquisition and utilizing this method to develop better understanding of 
the mechanisms involved in flyer plate propulsion with non-ideal explosives. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MODELS OF EXPLOSIVE ENERGY AND USE OF THE GURNEY MODEL TO 

PREDICT FLYER PLATE VELOCITY 
 

This chapter describes a basic theory of detonation, shows a derivation of 
the Gurney Equation that will be used as an analytical tool in this work, and 
reviews previous work on explosive energy. 

The progression of weapons design has driven much of the theoretical 
and experimental work relating the chemical and physical properties of explosive 
compounds to explosive energy. While the end goals of these researchers were 
very different than those of explosive welders, there is significant overlap of the 
means required to achieve these goals. The most prominent of these overlaps is 
the search for a value on the ability of an explosive compound to propel metal. 
Significant work has been done to quantify this “explosive energy”.   

Robert Gurney (1943) put forth the most accepted method of calculating 
explosive energy from experimental data in the early 1940’s. Gurney developed a 
method to compare the energy output from a charge based on the velocity of 
weapon casings, regardless of whether the charge was contained in a bomb or a 
grenade. The equations presented in his 1943 paper can be applied to spherical 
and cylindrical charges, as these are the general geometries for bombs and 
grenades. The framework developed by Gurney has since been used to develop 
a family of equations for metal velocity prediction across a wide range of charge 
geometries known as the Gurney Equations (Cooper 1996). The geometry of 
importance to explosion welding is known as the “open-faced sandwich” 
configuration, which consists of a flat plate with specified width, depth, and 
thickness of plate with an explosive charge of the same width and depth as the 
flat plate and an arbitrary thickness. This charge thickness is tightly controlled in 
explosion welding to ensure successful welding.  A schematic diagram of this 
configuration is shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic drawing of the open-faced sandwich charge configuration  

This section introduces the basic principles of detonation to ensure clarity 
for the reader when discussing Gurney’s work and its current applications. The 
derivation of the Gurney equation for the open-faced sandwich geometry is 
presented with a brief summary of experimental results from the literature 
obtained using the Gurney equations. Finally, the difficulty of applying the Gurney 
equations to non-ideal explosives will be discussed.   

2.1 Detonation 

Detonation was first described in 1881 by Berthelot and Vielle and, 
independently, by Mallard and LeChatelier (Cook 1974). Their work was focused 
on detonation in gases. Chapman (1899) and Jouguet (1906) independently 
postulated the first general theory of detonation mechanics at the turn of the 20th 
century to describe gaseous detonation (Cook 1974). Detonation in condensed 
explosives, i.e. solid compounds, was also first described in the early 20th century 
(Cook 1974). The Chapmen-Jouguet model is still accepted as a valid principle of 
detonation and is based on a point within the pressure – specific volume space at 
which an explosively driven shock wave, detonation region, and rarefaction wave 
are all traveling at the same velocity through the material. A stable detonation will 
progress indefinitely at a constant velocity (Fickett 1979). This propagation 
velocity is known as the velocity of detonation (VOD). One must be careful to 

Metal Plate
M =Plate Mass per Unit Area

Explosive Charge
C = Charge Mass per Unit Area

Maximum Plate Velocity
“V”
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differentiate between the phenomena of detonation and slower chemical 
processes, such as deflagration or combustion.  Table 2.1 compares detonation, 
deflagration, and combustion through their reaction rates, power outputs, oxygen 
source, and examples of compounds exhibited by each reaction type. 

Table 2.1: Comparison of detonation, deflagration, and combustion from 
reference (Petr 2008) 

Reaction Type 
Reaction 

Rate 
Power Output 

Oxygen 
Source 

Example 

Combustion Slow 100 W/cm3 Atmosphere Burning wood 

Deflagration Subsonic 100 W/cm3 Within 
compound 

Confined 
Black Powder 

Detonation Supersonic 1000 W/cm3 Within 
compound 

Nitroglycerine 

 

The two types of detonation reactions, ideal and non-ideal, will be 
described in the following sections. 

 

2.1.1 Description of Ideal Detonation 

An ideal detonation is characterized when the entire release of the 
explosives chemical potential energy occurs between the detonation front and 
the Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) Plane as shown in Figure 2.2. The CJ-Plane defines 
the ending of the chemical reactions that can supply energy to the support the 
detonation front.  The CJ-model also specifies that expanding product gases 
behind the CJ-plane do not contribute to driving the detonation front into the 
unreacted explosive.  The CJ-Plane (or Sonic Plane) is the plane behind the 
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reaction front at which the local sound speed in the material drops below the 
detonation velocity of the explosive. Material behind this plane cannot transmit 
information (force) to the detonation front and can be considered “disconnected” 
from the detonation front.  

 

Figure 2.2: Drawing of an ideal detonation showing the detonation front, reaction 
zone, CJ-plane, and expanding product gases.  

Ideal detonation, as defined by the CJ-model can be described as follows 
(Davis 1981; Fickett 1979): 

• The detonation front is a one-dimensional shock wave moving through the 
unreacted explosive at a velocity characteristic to an explosive of given 
composition and density.  

• There is a region of locally subsonic flow caused by the increase in local 
sound velocity due to shock compression of the explosive behind the 
detonation front in which the stored chemical energy of the explosive is 

Unreacted Explosive

Expanding Product
Gases (Rarefaction Wave)

Detonation Front CJ-Plane (Sonic Plane)

Reaction Zone
Subsonic flow region
(relative to the detonation front)

Propagation at VOD

Supersonic flow region
(relative to the detonation front)
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released. The released energy is able to drive the detonation front forward 
because energy can be transmitted against the direction of flow in a 
subsonic region.  

• All chemical reactions cease at the CJ plane at which the local flow 
becomes supersonic. 

Significant work has been done in the last century in the field of detonation 
physics and several more complex detonation models have been developed that 
better describe real detonation (Zeldovich 1940; Von Neumann 1943; Price 1965; 
Pan 2009; Kitano 2009). However, the CJ-model is sufficient to provide a general 
description of the detonation process for ideal detonation in which all the 
chemical energy is released in front of the CJ-Plane.   

 

2.1.2 Description of Non-ideal Detonation 

Non-ideal explosives, such as AN-based explosives, differ from ideal 
explosives in that a significant portion of their stored chemical energy is released 
after the passage of the CJ-plane (Davis 1981). They can be thought of as 
having multiple reaction zones behind the detonation front. One of these reaction 
zones exists between the detonation front and CJ-plane and drives the 
detonation forward in the same manner as the reaction zone of an ideal explosive. 
This reaction tends to be longer than the reaction zone in an ideal explosive (Duff 
1955, Kennedy 1995, Souers 1997, Tarver 2005). This reaction zone can be 
referred to as the driving reaction zone. There are then one or more reaction 
zones in the rarefaction wave that do not supply energy to the detonation front 
(Petr 2012). This reaction zone is differentiated from the driving reaction zone by 
the change from subsonic to supersonic flow across the CJ-plane. The reaction 
of the explosive material continues in the supersonic flow region behind the CJ-
plane. Please note the difference between this and the cessation of chemical 
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reactions at the CJ-plane that is assumed when considering ideal explosives. 
The late energy release means that less of the chemical energy stored in the 
unreacted explosive is used to drive the reaction forward and results in lower 
VOD and therefore energy is transmitted to the material surrounding the charge 
at a slower rate. The reaction zone(s) in the rarefaction wave will be referred to 
as the non-driving reaction zone(s). Figure 2.3 shows a simple diagram of a non-
ideal detonation.  

 

Figure 2.3: Drawing of a non-ideal detonation showing the detonation front, 
detonation reaction zone (driving reaction zone), CJ-Plane, Energy release 
behind the CJ-plane (non-driving reaction zone), and expanding product gases 

The detonation properties of non-ideal explosives are generally more 
sensitive to changes in charge geometry, initiation type, confinement, and other 
physical factors than ideal explosives. George Clark (1987) presented a table of 
the major, measureable properties of ammonium nitrate-based explosive 
materials and their detonation. These parameters are presented in Table 2.2. 
The bold text in the table indicates parameters that were either experimentally 

Unreacted Explosive Expanding Product
Gases

Detonation Front CJ-Plane (Sonic Plane)

Detonation Reaction Zone
(Driving Reaction Zone)
Region of subsonic
flow (relative to
detonation front)

Propagation at VOD

Region of
continued energy
release behind the
CJ-Plane (non-driving
reaction zone)

End of Reaction Zone

Region of supersonic
flow (relative to
detonation front)
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varied or measured in this research. The “Parameters of Explosive” refer to the 
properties of the explosive compound prior to initiation. The “Parameters of 
Explosion” refer to the properties of the explosive compound during (detonation 
state) and after (explosion state) the detonation reaction. The “detonation state” 
refers to the state of the material within the reaction zone and the “explosion 
state” refers to the state of the material in the expanding product gasses. The 
term prill refers to ammonium nitrate in the form of 2-mm diameter spherical 
pellets. Chapters 3 and 4 will discuss these parameters in greater detail.  

Table 2.2: Measureable explosive and explosion parameters. Parameters 
experimentally varied or measured in this research are indicated by green cells. 
Italic text in yellow cells indicates parameters that have been calculated using 
formulas from the literature.  Detonation state refers to the state of the material in 
the detonation reaction zone. Explosion state refers to the state of the expanding 
product gases at the end of the reaction zone. 

Parameters of Explosive Parameters of Explosion 

Chemical Physical Detonation State Explosion State 

Composition Particle Density Temperature Temperature 

Absolute Reaction 
Rate 

Loading Density Pressure Pressure 

Mass Reaction 
Rate 

Charge Geometry Velocity Available Work 

Available Work 
Charge 

Confinement 
Heat of Detonation Heat of Explosion 

Prill Coating Particle Size 
Density of 
Products 

Energy 

Moisture Content Particle Shape Sensitivity Energy 

Explosion 
Products 

Moisture Content   

Heat of Formation    
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2.2  Derivation Of The “Open-Faced Sandwich” Gurney Equation 

The Gurney formulas are a set of equations that represent the idealized 
one-dimensional interaction of an explosive charge with an adjacent piece of 
metal. The output of these equations is the predicted maximum velocity of a 
metal fragment propelled by the detonation of the explosive based on the Gurney 
Energy (E) of the explosive and the ratio of explosive mass (C) to metal mass (M). 
The Gurney Energy (E) term is a description of the ability of a confined explosive 
compound to convert the chemical potential energy of the compound to kinetic 
energy in the confinement. The assumptions required for the derivation of Gurney 
equations are (Gurney 1943): 

! An explosive compound with a given formulation and density 
contains a fixed amount of energy for each unit of mass 

! Detonation occurs instantly through the region being evaluated  
! The detonation product gases are of uniform density 
! The velocity gradient between the axis of symmetry (Vgas = 0) and the 

edge of the metal fragment (Vgas = maximum) is linear. See Figure 
2.5 for a schematic diagram of the linear gas velocity distribution 
relative to the explosive/plate geometry. 

An explosive reaction releases the chemical energy of the charge as 
thermal energy, light energy, and kinetic energy of its product gases. The portion 
of the explosive energy released as heat and light is typically negligible relative to 
the total energy of the charge. All of the released energy is initially contained in 
the unreacted explosive compound as chemical potential energy. The 
conservation of energy from the unreacted explosive to the kinetic energy of 
product gases and surrounding metal can thus be written as shown in Equation 
2.2.1.  
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!ℎ!"#$%&!!"!#$%!!"!!"#$%&'(! =
!"#$%"&!!"!#$%!!"!!"#$%&'!!"#$# + !"#$%"&!!"!#$%!!"!!"#$%  (2.2.1) 

The Gurney equation for the open-faced sandwich charge configuration 
can be derived directly using the energy and momentum balances for a unit area 
on the plate (Kennedy 1973). Kennedy used a Lagrangian coordinate system so 
that expressions can be written in terms of initial conditions. In the Lagrangian 
coordinate system the observer follows an individual particle as it flows through 
time. This particle defines the origin of the coordinate system. In this case, the 
Lagrangian particle is located on the flyer plate at the interface between the plate 
and the detonation product gasses. Gas velocity as a function of distance from 
the surface of the flyer plate is found assuming a linear gas velocity profile. 
Conservation of energy and conservation of momentum equations are written 
based on charge mass, charge energy, charge density, plate mass, plate velocity, 
and gas velocity. These equations are then integrated and solved for the final 
plate velocity as a function of Gurney energy, charge mass, and plate mass. A 
diagram of the assumed geometry, gas velocity distribution, and coordinate 
system is shown in Figure 2.4. Figure 2.4 should be viewed as a one-dimensional 
slice of the explosive/plate geometry that has been expanded into two 
dimensions for labeling purposes.  

 The linear gas velocity profile is given in Equation 2.2.2 as a function of 
position !,   

    (2.2.2) 

where: 

!! is the maximum gas velocity and occurs at the furthest distance from the plate 

!!"#$% is the velocity of the metal plate across its entire thickness 

vgas (y) = vo + v( ) y
yo

− v
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!! is the initial thickness of the explosive charge  

 

Figure 2.4: Drawing of the open-faced sandwich charge configuration showing 
the linear gas velocity profile through the post detonation gases. The point at 
which Vgas = 0 is considered the axis of symmetry in this geometry. 

 

The energy balance relating the chemical potential energy, !", to the sum 
of the final kinetic energy of the metal plate and post-detonation gases can be 
written as:     

CE = 1
2
Mv2 + 1

2
ρ0 v0 + v( ) y

y0
− v

"

#
$

%

&
'

2

dy
0

y0

∫   (2.2.3) 

where: 

!! is the initial density of the explosive 

! is the plate mass per unit area 

y = y0

y = 0
Metal Plate
M = mass/unit area

vmetal=-v

Vgas = 0

vgas,max = v0

Linear Gas Velocity Distribution,
Vgas(y)

Explosive
C = mass/unit area
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! is the explosive mass per unit area 

! is the Gurney Energy of the explosive 

The first term on the right hand side of the equation is the kinetic energy of 
the plate and the second term is the kinetic energy of the gases.  

 Conservation of momentum states that the total momentum of the system 
will be equal to the initial momentum, which is zero in this case. The momentum 
balance can therefore be written as: 

   (2.2.4) 

Performing the integration in equations 2.2.3 and substituting the ratio ! !!!!!,  

with  !!  results in equation 2.2.5. Seeing that C and M are defined as mass per 

unit area, the term !!!! is equivalent to the charge mass C. 

   (2.2.5) 

 Performing the same operations on equation 2.2.4 results in equation 
2.2.6. 

     (2.2.6) 

Equation 2.2.5 allows the estimation of plate velocity from known charge 
mass, plate mass, and explosive (Gurney) energy.  Equation 2.2.6 allows the 
calculation of the location of the plane of zero gas velocity if plate velocity, charge 
mass and plate mass are known from experimental results 

0 = −Mv + ρo vo + v( ) y
yo

− v
⎡

⎣
⎢

⎤

⎦
⎥

0

yo

∫
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Equation 2.2.5 will be used to analyze the experimental data and compare 
it to previous results by calculating an energy value based on the experimentally 
measured maximum plate velocity. When starting from the measurement of 

maximum plate velocity, the term 2! (m/s) is the Gurney Velocity, a 
characteristic of the explosive, and the value of E (kcal/g) is the Gurney Energy, 
a related characteristic of the explosive.  

 

2.3  Summary Of Past Experimental Results   

The simplicity of the Gurney Model lends itself to use as a framework for 
the analysis of experimental data because measuring the velocity of metal 
fragments is easy relative to measuring the energy of a charge via calorimetry or 
other chemical methods. The success of this model can be broadly measured in 
three ways: 1) While Gurney’s original paper only derived formulas for spherical 
and cylindrical charge geometries, his methodology has been used to develop 
equations for most common geometries of explosives and metal (Cooper 1996, 
Held 1997); 2) The Gurney equations are commonly used as an analytical tool by 
explosives scientists (Charron 1979, Kennedy 1996, Hill 1998, Ludwig 2012); 
and 3) the Gurney model has been used to analyze metal propulsion by non-
explosive energy sources, such as laser ablation of metal (Shaw-Stewart 2012) 
and electrical discharge (Wang 2011). Specifically, the cylinder expansion test 
was developed by Taylor (1941) in the early 1940s to take advantage of the ease 
of testing explosives using a cylindrical geometry. Cylinder wall velocity can be 
measured in a variety of manners as the charge detonates and wall velocity data 
can be used to calculate explosive energy. The limitation of this method is that 
the measurement of Gurney Energy is dependent on the metal used in testing 
and the geometry of the charge.  Therefore, measured values must be adjusted 
to compensate for the choice of metal when comparing results from difference 
authors (Backofen 2001).   
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Kennedy (1997) compared of experimentally measured Gurney energies 
to accepted values of thermochemical potential energy for a variety of explosives. 
These Gurney values were taken from carefully controlled cylinder expansion 
testing in which there were no end losses or gas leakage until after the cylinder 
wall acceleration had completed. Kennedy’s comparison is shown in Table 2.3 
with the addition of one set of values for ANFO as found in careful testing by 
Nyberg et. al. (2003). Heat of detonation (ΔHd ) were taken from experimental 
work by Ornellas (1968) for TNT, RDX, PETN, HMX, and Comp B. These 
explosives are considered to have generally ideal detonation properties, with 
PETN being the most ideal of the group. Nyberg cited manufacturers data for his 
ΔHd values, so it is uncertain if these values were taken from experimental data 
or from calculation. Kennedy calculated the values of E from the Gurney 
equations. An explosive efficiency term can be calculated by comparing the 
values of ΔHd and E. This term provides a check on the assumption made in 
Equation 2.2.1 that all chemical potential energy is converted to kinetic energy. A 
similar table based on results from the current study will be presented in Chapter 
5. 

Table 2.3: Comparison of the outputs of various explosives 

Explosive 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

Heat of 
Detonation 

ΔHd 
(kcal/g) 

E 
(kcal/g) 

E/ΔHd; 
Explosive 
Efficiency 

(%) 

2! 
(km/s) 

TNT 1.63 1.09 0.67 61 2.37 
RDX 1.77 1.51 0.96 64 2.83 

PETN 1.76 1.49 1.03 69 2.93 
HMX 1.89 1.48 1.06 72 2.97 

Comp B 1.717 1.20 0.87 72 2.71 
ANFO* 0.85 0.956 0.380 40 1.086 

*Data from Nyberg, et.al. 2003 
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The data presented in Table 2.3 shows that ideal explosives are 60-70% 
efficient at converting thermochemical potential energy to kinetic energy in their 
surroundings when detonated in a carefully controlled manner. ANFO is 
approximately 40% efficient when detonated in a cylinder with no end losses. The 
efficiency of AN-based explosives in the open-faced sandwich geometry is 
expected to be significantly lower because of the lack of charge confinement 
inherent to this geometry.  

The major limitation of the Gurney Model when applied to flyer plate 
velocity for explosion welding is that its output is only valid for the final velocity of 
the plate and it does not describe the acceleration of the plate (Hardesty 1977). 
Other researchers, notably Dehn (1984) and Hoskin (1965), presented methods 
for predicting flying plate velocity that include an explosive energy term, such as 
the Gurney Energy E described in the previous section. Neither of these methods 
has been widely accepted. 

Additionally, many attempts have been made to estimate the Gurney 
Energy of an explosive compound based on its chemical composition (Hardesty, 
1977; Keshavarz, 2008; Keshavarz, 2009a) or its molecular structure (Eremenko, 
1989; Keshavarz, 2009b). It should be reiterated here that the concept of Gurney 
energy was developed as a way to compare unclean experimental results. These 
attempts at finding Gurney energy from chemistry have been somewhat 
successful when dealing with ideal explosives but have not been validated for 
non-ideal explosives.   

 To predict explosive energy of non-ideal explosives, the thermochemical 
energy release in the reaction zone behind the CJ plane, which does not drive 
the reaction forward, is the primary additional mechanism that must be modeled. 
This late energy release is significantly affected by the surroundings of the 
charge and the complexity of this interaction rules out the application of an 
analytic equation that can adequately represent this interaction. For this reason, 
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the current study is focused on developing an experimental method for directly 
measuring the Gurney Velocity of ammonium nitrate-based explosives. While the 
assumptions made in the derivation of the Gurney Model are based on ideal 
explosive characteristics, this model provides a framework for comparing the 
effects of water content, perlite additives, confectioners sugar additive, and water 
content in ANFO mix designs for experimental explosives using the open faced 
sandwich geometry.    
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CHAPTER 3 
DISCUSSION OF EXPLOSIVE PARAMETERS AND EXPLOSION 
PARAMETERS OF AMMONIUM NITRATE-BASED EXPLOSIVES 

 

 This chapter is a review of the literature regarding ammonium nitrate 
based explosives and their properties. The literature shows that AN-based 
explosives exhibit significant variation in their detonation properties based on 
physical properties, chemical properties, charge geometry, and charge 
surroundings. 

Recall that ammonium nitrate (AN)-based explosives exhibit non-ideal 
detonation behavior and their physical properties can vary greatly for the same 
production process at the same facility. This combination makes analytical 
solutions nearly impossible and limits the ability to obtain repeatable 
experimental results.  The importance of ANFO as an industrial explosive due to 
cost and ease of use has prompted a large amount of work attempting to quantify 
the influence of physical properties (parameters of the explosive) to the 
detonation properties (parameters of the explosion). 

 

3.1 Ammonium Nitrate Properties 

 Ammonium nitrate (AN) prills are made by dropping a supersaturated 
ammonium nitrate solution through a cooling tower that can be up to 30-meters in 
height (Maxwell 2004). The AN solidifies out of the falling solution as it cools, 
forming spherical prills. AN prills are spherically-shaped and range in size from 
tenths of millimeters to up to 2 mm in diameter.  Published literature identifies 
that porosity, prill size, bulk density, charge diameter, additives, and charge 
confinement influence detonation properties of ammonium nitrate-based 
explosives.  Maximum porosity of AN prills is approximately 20% and high quality 
explosive-grade prill can absorb up to about 15% fuel oil by weight (Chandler 
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2011). The bulk density of explosive-grade prill is typically around 0.85 g/cm3. 
Typical particle diameters for explosive-grade prills are 1.4 mm to 2.0 mm. Prill 
properties are dependent on the ambient conditions during manufacturing – e.g. 
prill manufactured in a dry area will tend to be stronger and more porous than prill 
manufactured in a humid area due to the increased capacity for prill drying during 
solution cooling that is present in dry areas (Chandler 2011). 

The explosive parameters that have been thoroughly investigated for AN-
based explosives are the physical properties of the prill, the feasibility of various 
fuel types, the introduction of additives to the explosive mix, and the effect of 
moisture content on detonation. Additionally, several groups have experimentally 
tested the effects of charge diameter and charge confinement on VOD (Clark 
1987, Winning 1965, Hagan 1968). These results will be discussed in the 
following paragraphs 

 Clark (1987) reported a comprehensive review of ANFO detonation 
velocity as a function of charge diameter, charge confinement, fuel oil content, 
particle size, particle size distribution, loading density, and moisture content. He 
also showed experimental curves for sensitivity to initiation (measured as the 
minimum detonator size required to initiate a detonation reaction) as a function of 
fuel oil content, charge density, particle size, particle size distribution, bulk 
density, number of crystalline transitions (prill density), and diatomaceous earth 
content. Finally, curves for nitrous oxide production relative to fuel oil percentage, 
moisture content, booster size, and booster type were presented. The general 
conclusions that can be taken from Clark’s work are: 

• Detonation velocity is strongly dependent on charge diameter for charges 
less than 100-mm in diameter. Detonation velocity continues to increase in 
charges up to 1016-mm in diameter. Results are not reported for larger 
charge diameters. 
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• Increasing the stiffness of charge confinement up to a critical value will 
increase the VOD of a charge of given diameter and density. 

• Critical diameter (the minimum diameter at which a detonation will 
propagate) decreases as the stiffness of the charge confinement 
increases. 

• Maximum heat of detonation is found in an oxygen balanced ANFO mix 
consisting of 94.2% AN and 5.8% FO. Maximum VOD is found at a slightly 
lower FO content. However, VOD decreases significantly more rapidly with 
decreasing FO content than it does for increasing FO content. Mixes used 
in this work were therefore mixed with a nominal FO content of 6%. 

• Detonation velocity increases with increasing charge density. 
• Detonation velocity increases with decreasing particle size. 

Charge sensitivity and gas production are outside the scope of the current study 
and will not be presented here. 

 Winning (1965) performed experimental studies on pure AN prill. He 
reported the influence of prill porosity (particle density), confinement, temperature, 
and additives on the detonation velocity of AN using fiber cylinders between 324-
mm and 1016-mm in diameter.  Decreasing the porosity of the prill (increasing 
particle density) was found to decrease the VOD in charges of the same diameter. 
Detonation velocity increased directly with increasing charge diameter and 
charge confinement. Increasing initial temperature was also found to increase 
VOD. The introduction of inert additives was found to decrease detonation 
velocity. 

Hagan and Vance (1968) attempted to measure the available energy and 
the components of the available energy from detonating ANFO through the use 
of a ballistic mortar. A ballistic mortar is a system in which a small (10g) charge is 
used to propel a steel projectile out of a steel cylinder (the mortar barrel). 
Measurements of the recoil of the mortar barrel are used to calculate the 
available energy. While this study provides curves for the sensitivity of ANFO as 
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a function of fuel oil content and moisture content, the usefulness of the data is 
questionable due to the very small charge sizes used. 

 More recently Rao et. al. (1989), Miyake et. al. (2001), and Zygmunt and 
Buczkowski (2007) have investigated the influence of the physical properties of 
AN prill on the detonation of ANFO. Rao et. al. performed scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) on 16 different AN samples and reported surface structure, 
the existence of central cavity in the prill, the type of pore distribution, and particle 
shape. No experimental blasting was conducted, however; their conclusion that 
porous prill will allow for more intimate mixing of fuel oil with the ammonium 
nitrate is consistent with other experimental studies. This study was used as a 
baseline for a simple SEM study at AXPRO that will be presented in Chapter 5. 
Miyake et al. (2001) extended this work to relate the prill’s pore diameter, total 
pore volume, and specific surface area of the prills available to the detonation 
reaction (neglecting the surface area of the pores) to the detonation velocity of 
the charge. Considering the internal surface area of the pores unavailable to the 
detonation reaction makes sense according to the author’s theory that internal 
pore area acts primarily to create hot-spots during prill compression. It is, 
however, potentially dubious when the effect of porosity on oil absorption and 
fuel/oxidizer intimacy is considered. Miyake et al. (2001 found that increasing the 
pore diameter and total pore volume (decreasing particle density) resulted in 
decreasing detonation velocity, which is in direct opposition to the trend reported 
by Winning (1965). No explanation for this discrepancy has been given. Miyake 
et. al. also reported that increasing the specific surface area (decreasing the 
particle size) increased the detonation velocity of the charge. This relationship 
agreed with the consensus from the literature. Zygmunt and Buczkowski (2007) 
reported VOD decreasing with increasing charge density, counter to Clark’s 
results. They also found that VOD reached its maximum at approximately 6.5% 
fuel oil content. The difference between this value and the value reported by 
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Clark (1987) is most likely due to the variability in AN prill production discussed 
earlier. 

 

3.2 Detonation Properties of AN 

 With the exception of detonation velocity (presented in the section 3.1) 
and sensitivity to initiation, the explosion parameters of AN-based explosives 
have not been well studied. Prior literature can be divided into three area: studies 
of the properties of AN-based explosives with various fuels; cylinder expansion 
tests using large diameter cylinders; and experimental measurement of 
detonation front curvature relative to charge diameter and confinement.   

 The importance of fuel selection to the properties of AN-based explosives 
has been reported by several authors. Calorimetry of burning AN-explosives has 
been performed by Sinditskii et. al. (2005) and Gunawan and Zhang (2008). 
Sinditskii e.t al. (2005) found that the addition of a fuel source, such as charcoal, 
trinitrotoluene (TNT), or fuel oil (FO), or other contaminants, such as pyrite (FeS2), 
is critical to creating self-supporting combustion in AN. Their results matched well 
with the history of studies showing the importance of adding fuels to AN to create 
useful explosives (Aufschläger, 1924; Cook, 1924; Bennett, 1960; Clark, 1987; 
Zygmut, 2009). Guwan and Zhang showed that the presence of pyrite in contact 
with ANFO charges catalyzes the explosives decomposition by reducing the 
critical temperature of the decomposition and accelerating the rate of the 
decomposition. Both of these factors increase the risk of spontaneous detonation 
of ANFO in pyrite-rich materials, a phenomenon that has been reported at mines 
around the world.  

Studies of the detonation properties of ammonium nitrate and various fuels 
have been performed by Cooley (1955), Deribas (1999), Miyaki et al. (2007), 
Zygmunt (2009), and Buczkowski and Zygmunt (2011). Fuels used in the above 
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studies include: coal dust, confectioners sugar, aluminum powder, TNT, and fuel 
oil.  

  Cylinder expansion testing of AN-based explosives was performed in the 
1970s by Hershkowitz et al. (1974) and Helm et al. (1976) and repeated by Davis 
and Hill (2001) and Nyberg et al. (2003) in the early 2000s. Hershkowitz et al. 
(1974) scaled the cylinder expansion test that had been developed for ideal 
explosives (Kury 1965) to work for AN-based charges by enlarging the cylinder 
from 25.5-mm diameter by 300-mm length to 100-mm diameter by 915-mm 
length to account for the significant diameter effect on detonation velocity for AN-
based explosives with diameters less than 100-mm. They found that larger 
cylinder sizes were unfeasible to field for testing. It is not stated why larger sizes 
were infeasible, but experience during the current work indicates that it was likely 
due to an inability to procure copper cylinders of the size and quality needed for 
cylinder testing. The major limitation of applying this to the current study is that 
the maximum AN-concentration of the charges used by Hershkowitz et al. was 
40%, with the remainder made up of a mixture of RDX and TNT. Helm et al. 
(1976) used a range of charge diameters (50.9-mm, 106.1-mm, 292.1-mm) with 
wall thicknesses of 5.1-mm, 10.2-mm, or 29.9-mm respectively to calculate the 
equation of state (EOS) for ANFO for prediction of large-scale test results. They 
found that the 106.1-mm diameter charge produced wall velocities within 15% of 
the 292.1-mm diameter charge and it was concluded that the 106.1-mm diameter 
was sufficiently large to accurately predict field performance. However, the 
measured detonation velocity from large scale field-testing was higher than 
predicted. The discrepancy between predicted and measured VOD indicates that 
the 106.1-mm cylinder was not large enough to produce valid data for EOS 
calculation. Davis and Hill (2001) proposed a new EOS for ANFO based on 
experimental results using the charge geometry developed by Hershkowitz et al. 
(1974). Their EOS predicted a greater energy release late in the reaction than the 
equation of state proposed by Helm et al. (1976), but the Davis and Hill equation 
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was not experimentally validated. Nyberg et al. (2003) attempted to use the 
cylinder expansion test to measure the energy partition of ANFO and emulsion 
explosive to minimize fines production in quarry blasting. Their reported cylinder 
wall velocities fell within the range (±15%) measured by Davis and Hill (2001), 
but lower Gurney energy and detonation velocity values.  

 More recent work by Miyake et al. (2004) and Jackson et al. (2011) has 
focused on measuring the detonation front curvature in ANFO charges using 
varying charge diameters and charge confinements. Given the assumption that a 
perfectly ideal detonation front will be planar, detonation front curvature can be 
considered a measurement of non-ideality of the detonation. Both studies 
showed an increase in the radius of detonation front curvature (decreased 
curvature of the detonation front) with increasing charge diameter and increasing 
charge confinement. These results matched well with historical literature showing 
increasing detonation velocity in ANFO with increasing charge diameter and 
increasing confinement. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT OF DETONATION PROPERTIES OF 
AMMONIUM NITRATE-BASED EXPLOSIVES 

 

This chapter introduces the test method that has been developed in this 
project to directly measure flying plate velocity using high-speed imaging. 

Material in this chapter was published in the proceedings of the 9th 
International Symposium on Rock Fragmentation by Blasting in Grenada, Spain, 
September 13-17, 2009 (Hurley 2009).  

As indicated earlier the primary goal of this research is to develop a new 
experimental method to directly measure flying plate behavior in an open-faced 
sandwich charge configuration using non-ideal explosives in order to validate 
new mix designs for industrial use in explosion welding. The new method must 
possess the following attributes: 

• Use readily available imaging technology 
• Be capable of measuring linear and angular acceleration and 

velocity of a flying plate 
• Be capable of measurements in two dimensions with possible 

expansion to three-dimensional measurements 
• Be able to measure the effect of confinement on flying plate velocity 
• Be able to use any explosive compound 
• Be relatively inexpensive 
• Requirement of short turn-around time between blasts 

The method that has been developed satisfies all seven of the above 
attributes by using a commercially available, digital high-speed camera to capture 
images of the plate as it is being driven by a detonation.  

The research presented here was performed in 2 phases. The first was a 
study of the effects of varying mix design and charge geometry on the detonation 
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velocity of ammonium nitrate-based explosives. Mixes were varied through 
particle size control, fuel type, addition of inert material, and adding water to the 
charge. All mixes used a stoichiometric AN-fuel ratio. Cylindrical and planar 
charges with varying diameters and thicknesses were tested. Varying quantities 
and types of confinement were also used. Table 4.1 shows the test matrix for 
phase 1. 

 

Table 4.1: Phase 1 test matrix for detonation velocity testing of ammonium nitrate 
based explosives with varying fuel and additive types. X’s indicate that testing 
was carried with the given mix design and AN-particle type.  

 Prill Crushed 

ANFO (cylindrical and planar charge geometries) X X 

AN-Coal Dust (ANCD)  X X 

AN-Sugar (ANCHO)   X 

ANFO + 2%, 4%, 6% water by weight  X 

ANCD + 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%, 10% water by weight  X 

ANFO + 5%, 10%, 15%, 20% inert material by weight  X 

 

The second phase was to study the effects of the mix variation developed 
in phase 1 on the ability of an arbitrary charge composition, density, and 
thickness to propel a flyer plate. This second phase required the development of 
a new experimental method to directly measure flying plate velocity using readily 
available equipment. Test mixes in phase 2 consisted of crushed ammonium 
nitrate with consistent, controlled particle size distributions, fuel oil, and varying 
amounts of inert material. Phase 2 mix designs were originally to be based on the 
results from phase 1, but were instead selected based on suggestions from 
industry. Table 4.2 shows the test matrix for phase 2. 
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Table 4.2: Phase 2 test matrix for detonation velocity and plate velocity testing 
using ANFO with varying particle size and additive type. The X’s indicate that 
testing was carried with the given mix design or experimental setup and AN-
particle type. 

 Prill Crushed 

ANFO – Cylinder Expansion Test X  

ANFO – Flying Plate Test X X 

ANFO + 8%, 14% by weight inert material  X 

 

The first three sections of this chapter cover the selection of charge 
geometries, mixing procedures, and charge preparation. The fourth section 
covers the measurement of flyer plate velocity.  

 

4.1 Charge Geometry 

 As discussed in Chapters 2 and 3, charge geometry has a considerable 
effect on the detonation properties of non-ideal explosives. Varying geometry 
affects the area available for gas pressure loss in the non-driving reaction zone. 
Decreased reaction zone pressure will lead to decreased detonation velocity and 
a decrease in the ability of the explosive to do work. 

 Generally, charge geometries used in this research were either cylindrical 
(similar to a charge in a borehole) or planar (similar to an explosion welding 
geometry). In addition to the basic layout variation, cylinder diameter was either 
7.5-cm or 10.0-cm, planar charge thickness was between 4-cm and 15-cm 
depending on desired charge mass and charge density, and planar charge width 
was either 20-cm or 30-cm. Planar shots were conducted both confined and 
unconfined. Basic charge layouts are shown in Figure 4.1. Note that the 
triangular section at the initiation end of the planar charge layout was intended to 
give the explosive sufficient distance to reach a steady detonation while reducing 
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total charge mass. Detonation velocity was measured using a commercial probe 
consumption system manufactured by MREL Group Ltd. that gave a 
measurement error of less than 5%. Cardboard was used as the cylinder material 
in order to minimize the production of fragments during blasting. Packing was 
used to center the booster in the charge. VOD probes were backed by aluminum 
plates to ensure proper performance - the probe must be given a solid surface on 
which it is crushed. A summary of all tested charges with their respective 
geometries is given in Table 4.3.   

 

 

Figure 4.1: Basic cylindrical (left) and planar (right) charge geometries with 
initiation points and detonation velocity probe locations shown.  
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Table 4.3: Summary of the geometry of all tested charges.  

Charge 
Type 

Cylinder 
75-mm 

Diameter 

Cylinder 
100-mm 
Diameter 

Planar 
90-cm 

(L) x 30-
cm (W) 

Planar 
90-cm 

(L) x 20-
cm (W) 

Planar 
60-cm 

(L) x 30-
cm (W) 

Hemisphere* 

ANFO – 
Prill  

  X X X  

ANFO – 
Crushed 

X X X X X  

ANCHO     X  

ANCD    X X  

ANCD + 
Water 

   X  X* 

ANFO – 
Crushed 
+ Water 

X X     

ANFO – 
Crushed 
+ Inert 

  X X   

* ANCD + 10% water was too cohesive to place in a box and was formed into a 
hemisphere on a steel anvil. Detonation failed to occur. Detonation failure had 
also occurred at 8% added water, so it assumed that the failure was not due to 
geometric effects. 
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4.2 Mix Preparation 

Mix preparation varied significantly through the testing phases. 
Preparation differences included: crushing mill type; type of sorting equipment; 
and loading procedure. Each variation will be discussed independently.  

 

4.2.1 Ammonium Nitrate Preparation 

Dyno Nobel provided explosive-grade ammonium nitrate in prill form. Prill 
consists of 2-mm spheres of ammonium nitrate with a bulk density of 
approximately 0.8 - 0.9 g/cm3. The type of crushing equipment changed from a 
grinding mill for the early tests to a roller mill for later tests. Particle size analysis 
was performed on samples from all batches of crushed ammonium nitrate. 
Several samples were separated into specified particle size ranges after crushing. 
These particle size designations were: fine (0.149-mm to 0.210-mm), coarse 
(0.297-mm to 0.354-mm), and as-crushed (0.074-mm to > 0.5-mm). Size ranges 
were selected based on the capabilities of the crushing equipment and 
availability of large screens for sorting. Particle size distributions for these 
designations are shown in Figure 4.2.  

4.2.2 Preparation of Solid Fuels 

Coal dust and sugar are fuels that have been historically mixed with 
ammonium nitrate to create a feasible explosive. Coal dust was the fuel of choice 
for early mining users of bulk AN-based explosives (Cooley 1955, Knudson 1959, 
Bennett 1960) It was used primarily due to ease of access and discontinued 
when miners found that it is easier to create an intimate mix using fuel oil and 
that the explosions produced nearly equivalent detonation energies to that of AN 
and coal dust. Confectioners sugar was originally used by the Irish Republican 
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Figure 4.2: Particle size distributions for crushed ammonium nitrate size 
distributions showing the weight percent passing versus particle size in 
millimeters. 

  

Army in the 1970s after it became difficult to obtain large quantities of fuel oil for 
improvised explosives (Dougherty, 2010). Unfortunately, they demonstrated that 
sugar could fuel a very effective explosive.  

 4.2.2.1 Coal Dust 

 The OPPD Nebraska City Power Station donated pulverized coal for this 
research. No chemical analysis was performed on the coal and it was assumed 
to be a mid-range bituminous coal. Particle size analysis was performed and the 
results are presented in Table 4.4 and Figure 4.3. 

Mix design was determined according to the industry standard of giving 
the explosive an oxygen balance of zero. Oxygen balance is a number that 
indicates  
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Table 4.4: Particle size analysis of pulverized coal supplied by OPPD Nebraska 
City Power Station. 

Sieve # Nominal Sieve Opening (mm) % Retained % Passing 

 3 0% 100% 
20 0.841 0% 98% 
40 0.42 0% 98% 
50 0.21 0% 98% 

100 0.149 1% 96% 
200 0.074 15% 81% 
400 0.037 78% 3% 
Pan 0 3% 0% 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Particle Size analysis of pulverized coal supplied by OPPD Nebraska 
City Power Station.  
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the ratio of fuel-to-oxidizer in an explosive and can be found using Equation 4.1 
(Cooper 1996). 

    (4.1) 

 Where:  

%OB is the percent oxygen balance;  

MW is the molecular weight of the explosive 

X is the number of mols of oxygen in the explosive  

Y is the number of mols of hydrogen in the explosive  

Z is the number of mols of carbon in the explosive  

Nitrogen is considered to react entirely to N2 and is therefore ignored in 
this simple analysis. Additional trace elements are also ignored. This simple 
analysis neglects the significant complexity of the detonation process and the 
potential energy contributions of trace elements and additives. However, it is 
useful as a tool for creating mix designs as well as predicting the major 
components of the detonation product gasses. 

 It can thus be found that a stoichiometric (oxygen balanced; %OB = 0) 
ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) coal dust (75 wt. % carbon) (ANCD) explosive will 
contain 92 wt. % ammonium nitrate and 8 wt. % coal dust. This ratio was used for 
all ANCD using planar charge geometries. 

 4.2.2.2 Confectioners Sugar 

 Confectioners sugar was purchased in one-pound bags at the grocery 
store. No chemical analysis was performed on the sugar and it was assumed to 

%OB =100* 16
MW

X − Y
2
− 2Z⎛

⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
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be pure sucrose with the chemical formula of C12H22O11. Particle size analysis 
was performed and the results are presented in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4. 

Table 4.5: Particle size analysis of store bought confectioner sugar 

Sieve # Nominal Sieve Opening 
(mm) 

% Retained % Passing 

20 0.841 0% 100% 
40 0.42 0% 100% 

75 0.194 12% 88% 
100 0.149 3% 85% 
200 0.074 76% 9% 
Pan 0 9% 0% 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Particle size analysis of store bought confectioner sugar 
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confectioners sugar using the method described in Section 3.2.2.1. This ratio was 
used for all ANCHO testing. All ANCHO tests were conducted using planar 
charge geometries. 

 

4.2.3 Charge Moisture Content 

 Conventional wisdom states that adding water to ANFO will dissolve the 
ammonium nitrate and destroy the explosive. There is a body of work conducted 
in the 1970s and 80s that supports this wisdom (Clark 1987). However, rumors of 
miners adding water to their ANFO to boost its power and ability to stick in 
boreholes have been coming out of Eastern Europe and Scandinavia for some 
time. It was decided to test these rumors to see if the addition of water could be a 
benefit for our explosives used in the cladding operations. 

 The effect of moisture content on detonation velocity was tested in 75-mm 
diameter PVC tubes (ANFO) and well-confined 100-mm diameter cardboard 
tubes (ANFO) that were buried a minimum of 1-meter deep in pea gravel as well 
as 90-cm x 30-cm planar boxes (ANCD). All charges used crushed ammonium 
nitrate and water contents varied between 0 and 8 wt. % for ANFO and between 
0 and 10 wt. % for ANCD. 

 

4.2.4 Addition of Inert Material 

Inert materials are often added to charge mixes by explosion welders as a 
way to reduce the detonation velocities of their charges. Typical inert materials 
used in past work include baking soda (Andreevskikh 2011), perlite (Mousavi 
2004) and sand (Ershov 1994). The inert material used in this testing is a 
proprietary mix developed by DMC Clad Metal USA. 
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All crushed ammonium nitrate and inert material used in Phase 2 of this 
testing was supplied by DMC Clad Metal USA. The exact particle size 
distributions are considered proprietary. Component weights were calculated by 
first determining the required mass of inert material, subtracting that from the 
total charge mass, then using the remaining mass to find the masses of 
ammonium nitrate and fuel oil required. All of the inert material testing used 
crushed ANFO as the base explosive. Prilled ANFO was not used for two 
reasons: difficulty in maintaining a homogenous mix due to large differences in 
particle size and density between the inert material and AN prill; and lack of 
industrial interest. Flyer plate measurements were performed with inert material 
content of 0 wt. % and 8 wt. %. Detonation velocity testing was performed using 
inert material content of 5, 10, 15, and 20 wt. %. 

 

 

4.3 Charge Mixing And Loading 

Charges were mixed using a 0.23 cubic meter cement mixer that was 
dedicated to mixing ANFO. Each test charge was mixed separately and the mixer 
was cleaned between charges. Ammonium nitrate was added to the mixer first 
and all clumps larger than approximately 1-cm were broken up by hand. Fuel oil 
was then added using a watering can to ensure consistent fuel oil content 
throughout the charge. The ammonium nitrate and fuel components were mixed 
for a minimum of 15 minutes prior to the addition of perlite to ensure complete 
absorption of the fuel by the ammonium nitrate. Each charge was mixed for an 
additional 10-15 minutes after the addition of perlite. After mixing, charges were 
immediately loaded into buckets and then loaded onto the plate. Movement of the 
charge after mixing was minimized to prevent separation of the ANFO and perlite. 
Charge mixing in the cement mixer is shown in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: ANFO mixing in a dedicated cement mixer with a 0.23 cubic meter 
capacity. The ammonium nitrate and fuel oil components were well mixed prior to 
the addition of perlite. The mix shown had already had perlite added and is in the 
final stage of mixing. 

Mixed charges were loaded into a particleboard box similar to the box 
shown in Figure 4.6. For detonation velocity testing, the box was constructed with 
a particleboard base and placed on a steel anvil. For flying plate velocity 
measurement, the box was built using the steel flyer plate as its base and was 
suspended in air. Box dimensions were 30-cm x 60-cm for the rectangular 
section with a 30-cm x 30-cm triangular section at the initiation end. Wall height 
for all boxes was 30-cm.  Each charge was leveled in the containment box after 
loading. Depth was measured at a minimum of 5 locations and measured depths 
were within +/- 0.3-cm of the desired thickness at all locations prior to blasting.  

4.4 Method to Measure Flying Plate Velocity and Welding Parameters 

The development of a method to directly measure flyer plate velocity and 
welding parameters using ANFO-based charges required the creation of a testing 
procedure and the methodology to analyze the resulting images. Development of 
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the test apparatus and selection of data acquisition equipment will be covered 
first. The technique to measure flying plate parameters from the high-speed 
imagery will then be discussed. Problems encountered during the development of 
this method include: difficulty adjusting the camera exposure to capture the flying 
plate instead of the detonation post-reaction gases blocking the view of the flying 
plate and damage to the plate support structure. These problems have been 
minimized in the latest iteration of the experimental method and should be able to 
be eliminated as more blasts are conducted and experience is gained. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Photograph of containment box prior to charge loading. Note the 
copper detonation velocity probes running through the center of the box. The 
charge was initiated at the vertex of the triangular section at the base of the box.  

 

4.4.1 Test Apparatus and Setup 

High-speed imaging was used in this work to directly measure the velocity 
of the flying plate. The Gurney equation for the “open-faced sandwich” 
configuration was then applied to this measured velocity to determine the 
explosive energy of the charge. The advantages of this method over more 
general methods are: it uses a similar geometry as in explosion cladding; it is 
able to directly measure the effects of confinement on flying plate velocity; it is 
more accurate than predictive methods proposed by Cooper (1996), Deribas 
(1967), Hoskin (1965) and Herlach (1973); and it is more accurate than energy 

Copper VOD Probes 
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prediction based on detonation velocity. The primary difference between the 
geometry used in this method and the geometry used in an explosive cladding 
shot is the lack of a base plate for the flying plate to impact. As this study was not 
focused on the flyer plate/base plate impact conditions, the base plate was 
removed for simplicity of experimental setup and clarity of the final images. The 
explosive cladding design algorithm used in Chapter 9 assumes that the flyer 
plate has achieved a steady velocity at impact (e.g. acceleration has stopped and 
the plate has reached its Gurney Velocity) (Vaidyanathan 1993), so the removal 
of the base plate should not affect the applicability of this testing to real explosive 
cladding. This method is also relatively easy to setup, so multiple mix designs 
can be tested in a short time. A general schematic of the open-face sandwich 
configuration is shown in Figure 4.7. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: General schematic of open-faced sandwich configuration including 
the detonation front, flying plate, and post-detonation gases  
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In this study, mild steel plates of dimension 90-cm x 30-cm x 3-mm were 
used as the flying plate. A bottomless particleboard box was taped to the top 
surface of the plate to hold the charge.  This box also allowed for the use of 
confinement. The plate with box attached was then suspended a minimum of 1-
meter above the ground. A single 20-gram Pentolite (a 50 wt. % TNT/50 wt. % 
PETN mixture) booster was used to initiate all charges used during flying plate 
velocity testing. This distance from the ground was equal to the height of center 
of lowest window on the camera protection at the AXPRO Explosives Research 
Laboratory. Two techniques for suspending the plate were used during this study. 
The first employed a rigid steel frame to support the flyer plate via wood dowels. 
This approach was abandoned due to major damage to the frame after the first 
test shots. The second (and recommended) approach utilized steel cables 
suspended 2-meters off the ground by anchors in the concrete test pit walls. 
Nylon rope was then hung from these cables and used to support the flyer plate 
pre-blast. The cost and time to replace damaged components were both 
significantly lower using the cable system than the rigid frame. A diagram of the 
cable system is shown in Figure 4.8 and a picture of the system as deployed at 
the AXPRO ERL is shown in Figure 4.9. 

Figure 4.10 shows a picture of the flying plate during detonation. Figure 
4.11 shows a labeled version of the image in Figure 4.10. The θ shown in Figure 
4.11 is the dynamic bend angle of the plate and can be considered equal to the 
impact angle in explosion cladding. This angle is defined by the Taylor equation 
given in Equation 4.2 (Taylor 1941, Taylor 1963). 

     (4.2) 

In which: 
θ is the dynamic bend angle 
v is the flyer plate velocity perpendicular to the surface of the plate. 
!"# is the detonation velocity 

θ = sin−1 v
2 VOD( )

"

#
$$

%

&
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Figure 4.8: Diagram of the cable-based plate support system used for flyer plate 
velocity testing. 

 

Imaging was performed using a Vision Research Phantom v7.3 high-
speed camera triggered directly from the shot firing circuit. A 50-mm f1.8 lens 
was used for all shots. The frame rate was either 19,047 images per second (ips) 
or 63,492 ips. Data acquisition was accomplished using a standard laptop 
computer. Flying plate velocity measurements were performed using the Vision 
Research Phantom Camera Control 1.3 software. This program automatically 
calculated the displacement and velocity of an object based on a user defined 
scale and measurement origin and the timing data embedded in the image files. 
Velocity was measured perpendicular to the surface of the plate. It is also 
possible to measure VOD optically using the same software.  
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Figure 4.9 – Photograph showing explosive charge in wooden box on flyer plate 
hung from steel cables using nylon ropes. 

 

 

Figure 4.10: Representative image from the high-speed camera. Still image was 
extracted from video recorded at 19047 images per second during the prilled 
ANFO test. 
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Figure 4.11: Labeled image from the high-speed camera. Still image was 
extracted from video recorded at 19047 images per second during the prilled 
ANFO test. 

 
Detonation velocity values reported here were not obtained by visual 

measurement from high-speed imaging. VOD was measured from the high-
speed images for several of the tests, but the visually measured VOD values 
diverged from the probe values by more than 25%. The cause of this discrepancy 
has not been determined so it was decided to use only the probe values for two 
reasons: 

1. The probe system enables direct VOD comparison with previous 
work done at AXPRO with this system 

2. The use of the probe system was recommended by industry to 
enable comparison of VOD values from this testing with historical 
data. 

 The MREL Handitrap II system was used for VOD measurement. Copper 
probe rods were used. These rods were suspended in the box prior to charge 
loading using a cardboard spacer at the initiation end and a hole drilled in the 
containment box at the opposite end. Charges were loaded with care to ensure 
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that the probes remained straight. Measurement error with this system can be 
kept to less than 3% with careful setup. 
 

Measured flying plate velocity was plugged into the “open-faced sandwich” 
Gurney equation (as derived in Chapter 2) to determine the explosive energy of 
the charge. This equation is given below: 
 

     (4.3) 

 
Where:  

2E is Gurney Velocity  
v is flying plate velocity  
M is flying plate mass per unit area 
C is charge mass per unit area 
 

A minimum of three points at varying distances from the point of initiation 
were used for plate velocity measurement in each test. Measurement points were 
selected to ensure that they were visible for a minimum of three frames during 
the detonation process.  
 

The system presented here currently has a maximum spatial resolution of 
2.5-mm, which translated to a minimum plate displacement of 10-mm per frame 
during this study. This is likely longer than the required plate acceleration 
distance (Deribas 1967). This limitation can be overcome, while keeping the 
current data acquisition equipment, by using a thicker flying plate and a lower 
explosive mass. These steps would lengthen the acceleration region of the flying 
plate to a point at which several frames could be captured during plate 
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acceleration. New experimental capabilities currently being deployed at AXPRO 
ERL may be able to overcome these limitations. These new capabilities will be 
further discussed in the Future Work section. 
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  CHAPTER 5  
RESULTS OF DETONATION VELOCITY TESTING 

 

 This chapter presents the results of a series of tests designed to 
investigate the effects of varying mix design and charge geometry on the 
detonation velocity of ammonium nitrate-based explosives.  

 Material in this chapter was published in the proceedings of the 9th 
International Symposium on Rock Fragmentation by Blasting in Grenada, Spain, 
September 13-17, 2009 (Hurley 2009).  

Mixes were varied through particle size control, fuel type, addition of inert 
material, and adding water to the charge. All mixes used a stoichiometric AN-fuel 
ratio. Cylindrical and planar charges with varying thicknesses and diameters 
were tested. Varying quantities of confinement were also used.  

 Results from detonation velocity testing are divided into four sections. First, 
the effect of fuel type on VOD is reported. Second, the effects of ammonium 
nitrate particle size on VOD is reported. Third, the effects of additives, namely 
water and the DMC proprietary inert additive on VOD is reported. Finally, the 
effect of varying charge geometry is reported. Data from all 56 shots can be 
found in Appendix A. 

 

5.1 Effect Of Charge Geometry 

 Changing the geometric configuration of a charge changes the exposure 
of the reaction zone to atmospheric (effectively zero) pressure. For a given cross 
sectional area, a planar charge will show a greater perimeter length, and 
therefore a greater susceptibility to pressure leaking out of the reaction zone, 
than a cylindrical charge. This greater susceptibility to pressure leakage means 
that planar charges are expected to show lower detonation velocities than 
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cylindrical charges. Figure 5.1 compares the cross sectional areas and crushed 
ANFO detonation velocities of the three major charge geometries used in this 
testing.  

 

Figure 5.1: Comparison of charge cross sectional area to detonation velocity for 
three charge geometries. VODs are averages for crushed ANFO with no 
additives.  

 

 As charge size increases, it will reach a point at which the pressure losses 
at the perimeter of the charge become insignificant to the overall energy driving 
the reaction forward. Detonation velocity will continue to increase until the charge 
size reaches this point. Previous work indicates that VOD in ANFO increases in 
cylindrical charges until the charge reaches a diameter of around 33-cm (Clark 
1987). This research did not test cylindrical charges larger than 10-cm in 
diameter. Figure 5.2 shows the measured detonation velocity of crushed ANFO 
as it relates to charge geometry for the three geometries shown in Figure 5.1. 

Conversely, all explosives exhibit a minimum charge size below which steady 
detonation will not occur. This critical diameter (for cylindrical charges), or critical 
thickness (for planar charges), is the charge diameter at which pressure losses at 
the perimeter become too great and there is insufficient energy contained in the 
reaction zone to drive the reaction forward. Critical diameter (or thickness) is not 
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an intrinsic property of an explosive and can be affected by particle size and 
confinement. Upper limits for the confined critical thickness of several of the 
mixes tested by AXPRO are given in Table 5.1. These upper limits are the 
minimum thickness of each charge that has been successfully detonated at the 
AXPRO Explosives Research Laboratory. Recall that ANFO is ammonium nitrate 
and fuel oil, ANCD is AN and coal dust, and ACHNO is AN and confectioners 
sugar. This testing used charge thicknesses of 1.5, 2.0, and 3.7-cm. Intermediate 
values have not been tested at AXPRO. Figure 5.3 shows how the detonation 
velocity of these mixes change as they approach critical thickness.  

 

 

Figure 5.2: Detonation velocity of crushed ANFO as it relates to charge geometry.  
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Table 5.1: Upper limits for confined critical thickness of crushed ANFO, ANCHO, 
and ANCD 

 
Critical Thickness 

(cm) 

VOD at Critical Thickness 
(m/s) 

ANFO 1.5 - 2.0 3950 

ANCHO 1.5 - 2.0 3169 

ANCD ≤1.5 2314 

 

 

Figure 5.3: Change in VOD as crushed ANFO, ANCHO, and ANCD approach 
critical thickness. Note that detonation did not occur for ANFO and ANCHO for 
charge thicknesses of 1.5 cm.   

 

5.2 Effects Of Fuel Type 

 Ammonium nitrate has been fueled by a variety of compounds through its 
history as an explosive. Pulverized coal and confectioners sugar have been 
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tested for their technical feasibility as replacements for fuel oil in niche explosive 
mixes. Both fuels showed good detonation performance in the configurations 
tested. Detonation velocity for both ANCHO and ANCD was lower than that of 
ANFO, likely due to the decreased intimacy between the fuel and oxidizer caused 
by the use of solid fuel. Detailed results from the testing of these fuels is 
presented in the other sections of this chapter. 

 

5.3 Effects Of Ammonium Nitrate Particle Size 

 Reducing the particle size of explosive materials tends to increase the 
sensitivity of the material to detonation and detonation velocity. For example, 
ANFO is not detonator sensitive (requires a booster to detonate) when explosive-
grade AN prill with prill diameters between 1.8 and 2-mm, while crushed ANFO 
can become detonator sensitive (Winning 1965, Wollert-Johansen 1978). ANFO 
detonation is generally thought to propagate through points of contact between 
particles, so increasing the number of contact points will increase the mass 
reaction rate (Clark 1987). If multiple particle sizes exist within a sample, the 
particles (if sized correctly) will fill the interstitial space between the larger 
particles and increase the density of particle contact points in the mix. This idea 
is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 

Therefore, mixes of similar density but varying particle size and particle 
size distribution should exhibit increasing detonation velocity as particle size 
decreases and the variability of particle size in the mix increases. This idea was 
tested by preparing four ammonium nitrate mixes with various particle sizes: 
uncrushed 2-mm prill; crushed prill with particle size between 0.354-mm and 
0.297-mm mesh (coarse ground); crushed prill with particle sizes between 0.210-
mm  and 0.149-mm (fine ground); and crushed prill with particle sizes between 
35 and 200 mesh(as crushed). The density of the charges prepared from these  
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AN mixes varied between 0.6 g/cm3 and 0.7 g/cm3. Figure 5.4 summarizes the 
results for these tests and shows that there was no significant difference in 
detonation velocity between the tested particle sizes. This data contradicts the 
conventional wisdom as reported by Clark (1987). 

 

Figure 5.4: Illustration of increasing contact point density by adding small 
particles to a homogenous mix of large particles. 

 

Detonation velocities of charges prepared with tightly controlled AN-
particle size ranges were not significantly affected by varying particle sizes as 
long as the particle size was below some limit between 2-mm (prill) and 0.5-mm 
(large particle size in the rough ground mix). It appears that the ANFO prill 
charge was just below its critical thickness and experienced a steady deflagration 
over the length of the charge. ANCD prepared with prill did not detonate. Several 
tests were performed with increasing confinement with no success. This is most  

 

48 particle contact points in sample area16 particle contact points in sample area

Single Particle Size Multiple Particle Sizes
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likely because too little of the coal dust adheres to the AN prill to sufficiently fuel 
the explosive. The evidence of this was the significant (up to 50 wt. of the total 
that was added to the AN) residual coal dust remaining in the mixer after charge 
loading. Considering that each mix was designed to be stoichiometric, it can be 
reasonably inferred from the amount of leftover coal dust that this mix was under 
fueled to the point of failure for this geometry. These results will not be further 
studied or considered in this work. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Ammonium nitrate particle size vs. detonation velocity for ANFO and 
ANCD charges tested in a planar geometry. 

 

5.4 Effects Of Moisture Content And Inert Additive 

 Water and a proprietary DMC Clad Metal inert additive have been 
independently tested for their effects on the detonation velocity of ammonium 
nitrate-based explosives. Water was tested with both crushed ANFO and crushed 
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ANCD at between 0 and 10 wt. % water. The inert additive was only tested with 
crushed ANFO at between 0 and 20 wt. %. The inert additive was not tested 
using alternative solid fuels (coal dust or sugar) due to the difficulty of maintaining 
a stoichiometric mix at the particle level.  

 

5.4.1 Effect Of Moisture Content 

 Water is generally considered to decrease the chances of successful 
detonation in ANFO. And this view has been well validated by research (Clark 
1987). However, rumors have persisted that adding water to ANFO can be a 
benefit to its detonation performance in certain situations. Located at high altitude 
and with low humidity, the AXPRO Explosive Research is able to test these 
rumors with minimal influence from atmospheric moisture. 

 Moisture content testing was performed using cylindrical charges for 
ANFO and planar charges for ANCHO. Both charge types showed a spike in 
detonation velocity at 2-4 wt. % added water. The cause of this spike is unclear. 
Charge density remained constant (within measurement error) between the 0 and 
2 wt. % moisture added tests and there is no other supportable chemical or 
physical explanation to explain the spike. ANCD exhibited detonation failure at 
greater than 6 wt. % moisture content. ANFO was not tested at greater than 6 
wt. % moisture content. The results from ANCD matched reasonably well with the 
prediction of detonation failure at 8 wt. % water content that is given in the 
literature (Clark, 1987). Ammonium nitrate and fuel oil charges were tested in 
both 72-mm and 100-mm diameter cylinders with length of 10-m and 0.9-m, 
respectively. ANCD charges were tested in a planar configuration with constant 
mass and varying thickness. All thicknesses were well above the critical diameter 
of dry ANCD. Results of tests with added moisture content are shown in Figure 
5.6 for ANFO and in Figure 5.7 for ANCD.  
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Figure 5.6: Moisture content (by weight) versus detonation velocity of crushed 
ANFO in a 72-mm diameter cylinder. Charge length was 90-cm. Error bars 
indicate a 1.2% measurement error as calculated from three tests (six data 
points) for each mix. The results from testing with 100-mm diameter cylinders 
show the same trend. 

 

5.4.2 Effect Of Inert Material Content 

 The DMC inert material can be considered primarily as a density modifier. 
It consists of low-density particles that separate the denser ammonium nitrate 
particles and reduce the number of contact points in the charge – reducing the 
mass reaction rate of the charge. In the 54 test performed in this study, 
detonation velocity was found to generally vary directly with bulk density as 
shown in Figure 5.8. This figure shows the relation between density and 
detonation velocity for all tests that successfully detonated during this testing. 
Shots in which deflagration occurred or detonation failed completely have been 
excluded from the plot. The mixes that were diluted with the inert material 
showed a linear trend between the density of the mix (related to the weight 
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percentage of the additive in the mix) and detonation velocity. Figure 5.9 shows 
the relationship between inert material percentage and mix density. Figure 5.10 
shows the relationship between the inert material percentage and mix detonation 
velocity. 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Moisture content (by weight) versus detonation velocity of ANCD in 
planar charge geometry. Charge thickness was varied to keep charge mass 
constant for all tests. A single test was performed for each mix, so error bars are 
set to 5% as recommended by the manufacturer of the measurement equipment. 
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Figure 5.8: Density versus detonation velocity for all charges that exhibited 
successful detonation during this research. 

   

 

Figure 5.9: Relationship between inert material weight percentage and mix 
density (as loaded). Mix density is directly related to the addition of the inert 
additive.  
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Figure 5.10: Relationship between inert material weight percentage and 
detonation velocity. Detonation velocity is directly related to the inert material 
weight percentage. 
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CHAPTER 6 
FLYING PLATE TEST RESULTS 

 

 Results from the measurement of flyer plate velocity are presented in this 
chapter. These results are briefly compared to values calculated from the 
literature. Further comparison and discussion will be presented in Chapter 8. 

While the concept behind this testing is simple, it has proven difficult to 
consistently capture the flying plate using high-speed imaging. The primary 
issues are over-exposure and under-exposure of the area of interest, obstruction 
of the explosive flame in front of the plate, and blockage of the view of the 
camera. Results that have been obtained fall within the range of values predicted 
by the literature, but show a different relationship between plate velocity and 
detonation velocity than those previously reported.  

Flying plate velocity data was obtained for the prilled ANFO and crushed 
ANFO + 8 wt. % inert material shots. Shots with crushed ANFO and crushed 
ANFO + 14 wt. % inert material were attempted, but data was not successfully 
collected. Detonation velocity data was obtained for all shots in which flying plate 
velocity was measured. Table 6.1 summarizes the data collected from successful 
plate velocity measurement shots. Plate velocity values are the measured 
velocity at a minimum displacement of 30-mm from the initial position of the plate. 
The predicted plate velocity is based on the detonation velocity of the charge as 
measured by the MREL system and using the Gurney Equation and Cooper’s 
(1996) equation to predict Gurney velocity from VOD. It is immediately clear from 
these values that the Cooper (1996)/ Gurney (1943) method significantly over-
predicted the plate velocity. These results will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8. 
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Table 6.1: Summary of detonation velocity and flying plate velocity data. Plate 
velocities are an average from the original plate position at a plate displacement 
of approximately 30-cm.  

 

Detonation 
Velocity 

(m/s) 

Plate Velocity 
(m/s) 

Predicted Plate 
Velocity 

(Gurney, 1943; 
Cooper, 1996) 

Prilled ANFO 1600 576 633 
ANFO + 8 

wt. % Perlite 
2406 668 951 

 

Figures 6.1-6.4 show the image sequence from the crushed ANFO + 8 
wt. % perlite shot.  All of these images are zoomed in on the first 60-cm of the 
plate at the same zoom level. The dashed red line in each image indicates the 
initial position of the plate. These images were analyzed using the technique 
outlined in Chapter 4. The black square visible in the upper-center of Figures 6.2 
– 6.4 is a spatial marker with side lengths of 25.4-mm that was used to calibrate 
the image analysis software.  

Displacement and velocity data was taken at three points along the flying 
plate for each shot. These points were located as follows: 

• Point 1: Measurements taken 20 to 25-mm from the initiation point 
as measured along the surface of the plate prior to initiation. 
Measurements were not taken directly under the initiator to 
minimize the influence of the Pentolite booster on the experimental 
results. 

• Point 2: Measurements were taken approximately 50-mm from the 
initiation point. It was intended to use a 25-mm increment between 
measurement points over the length of the plate 
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Figure 6.1: Frame 1 from sequence from the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert 
material shot. Time from initiation is 15 µs, plate displacement is 10-mm and 
plate velocity is 678 m/s. Frame rate is 63,492 ips. Initiation point was located 
based on knowledge of the primer location in the charge. 

 

Figure 6.2: Frame 2 from sequence from the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert 
material shot. Time from initiation is 31 µs, plate displacement is 29-mm and 
instantaneous plate velocity is 1205 m/s. Frame rate is 63,492 ips.  

Initiation Point 
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Figure 6.3: Frame 3 from sequence from the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert 
material shot. Time from initiation is 47 µs, plate displacement is 39-mm and 
instantaneous plate velocity is 617 m/s. Frame rate is 63,492 ips.  

 

Figure 6.4: Frame 4 from sequence from the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert 
material shot. Time from initiation is 63 µs, plate displacement is 47-mm and 
instantaneous plate velocity is 471 m/s. Frame rate is 63,492 ips. Images after 
this show significant obstruction of the plate by the reaction flame with a 
corresponding decrease in the ability to obtain data from the images. 
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• Point 3: Originally intended to be 75-mm from the initiation point, 
these measurements were taken between 70 and 85-mm from the 
initiation point due to difficulty capturing data past Point 2. The 
impingement of the flame across the flyer plate in Figure 6.4 is a 
good example of the problems encountered when attempting to 
measure plate velocity optically more than 50-mm from the initiation 
point. 

All velocity measurements were taken in the direction of plate motion. 
Figure 6.5 shows an image of the detonation and flying plate with the 
approximate positions of the measurement points labeled. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 
show plate velocity with time from initiation for the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % 
perlite shot and prilled ANFO shot, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 6.5:  High speed video image of the detonation and flying plate with 
measurement points labeled. 

 

Significant scatter in the flying plate velocity data is seen in both the 
crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert material shot and the prilled ANFO shot for points 

1 2 3 
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on the plate that are less than 70-mm from the point of initiation. Points greater 
than 70-mm from the point of initiation show a stable plate velocity after the 
acceleration phase of flight. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show the plate displacement 
versus time from initiation for the crushed ANFO + 8% wt. % inert material shot 
and the ANFO shot, respectively.  

 

 

Figure 6.6: Flyer plate velocity versus time from initiation for the crushed ANFO + 
8 wt. % inert material shot with the same x and y axis scales as used in Figure 
6.7.  
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Figure 6.7: Flyer plate velocity versus time from initiation for the ANFO shot. Note 
that the time scale of this chart is significantly longer that that of Figure 14 due to 
the lower frame rate used for the ANFO shot. 

 

 

Figure 6.8: Plate displacement versus time for the crushed ANFO + 8 wt. % inert 
material shot with the same x and y scales as shown in Figure 6.10. 
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Figure 6.9: Plate displacement versus time for the prilled ANFO shot  
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CHAPTER 7 

NUMERICAL MATERIAL MODELING 
 

 A simple, 2-dimensional numerical model was developed for the 
explosive/metal plate system in ANSYS AUTODYN software package. This 
chapter presents the model parameters and results. Chapter 8 will discuss these 
numerical results relative to the experimental results presented in Chapter 6. 

ANSYS AUTODYN Version 14 is a package of coupled explicit numerical 
solvers for modeling dynamic, non-linear events (ANSYS, 2011). This package 
includes tools for model generation, analysis, post-processing, and display of 
results with a  menu-driven graphical interface. This code is in worldwide usage 
and has been applied to a variety of dynamic non-linear problems. They are 
particularly suitable to modeling of impact, penetration and blast, and explosion 
events such as explosive welding. 

 The model used in this work is a planar two-dimensional model consisting 
of a Lagrangian mesh representing the steel plate coupled to an Eulerian mesh 
representing the explosive and surrounding region. The Lagrangian plate is free 
to move through the Eulerian space as it is acted upon by the force of the 
detonating explosive. Lagrange and Euler refer to the equations used to solve the 
explicit wave equation that describes the transfer of momentum and energy 
through the model. A screenshot of the model is shown in Figure 7.1. 

Material behavior is defined through models that can be selected from a 
built-in material library or can be user defined. The material models in the built in 
library are based on experimental work by users of AUTODYN (ANSYS 2011) 
and should be checked for completeness and accuracy for the given application 
prior to use. For example, the Steel AISI 1006 model used in this work lacks a 
thermal conductivity term. This work did not look at thermal effects on the steel, 
so this omission is acceptable. A thermal conductivity term would have to be 
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added if the model was extended to accurately look at the interaction between 
the flying plate and a base plate. This model used a predefined model for the 
steel plate (Steel AISI 1006) and a predefined ANFO model in which the 
reference density and detonation velocity have been decreased to match the 
measured parameters from testing with ANFO prill. The area surrounding the 
charge and plate is modeled as an empty void. The use of void space instead of 
filling the mesh with atmospheric air can be justified by the fact that detonation 
pressure is 4 orders of magnitude greater than atmospheric pressure. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Screenshot of the ANFO driven flyer plate model in Ansys AUTODYN. 
Blue represents the charge, green represents the plate, and grey represents 
unfilled void space. The red diamond on the left is the initiation point. 
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The use of void space is done for two reasons. The first is that the post-
blast gasses (modeled in the Euler mesh) need elements to expand into. The 
second reason is that the use of void space (as opposed to filling the free space 
with atmospheric air) decreases computational time. AUTODYN ignores void 
elements when it solves the wave equation, so filling the charge surroundings 
with void allows the use of a finer mesh for the ANFO and steel plate with 
minimal impact on the run time of the model. Table 7.1 gives the predefined input 
parameters for the Steel AISI 1006 model and Table 7.2 gives the input 
parameters for ANFO. Values that have been changed from default are shown in 
italic text in green cells. Default values are from Johnson and Cook (1985) for the 
steel material model and Davis and Hill (2001) for the ANFO model. 

Model geometry was selected to match that of the flying plate test 
performed with ANFO prill. This test used a 90-cm long by 8-mm thick flyer plate 
and an ANFO thickness of 7.5-cm. Element size in the Euler mesh is 5-mm x 1-
mm (X by Y). Element size in the Lagrange mesh is 10-mm x 0.5-mm. Outflow 
boundary conditions were set at the edge of the Euler mesh to prevent gas 
reflection off of the boundary. The geometric parameters of the model are given 
in Table 7.3. 

Measurement gauges were placed at 22 points within the model. Eleven of 
the points were on the bottom of the flyer plate spaced 9-cm apart and moved 
with the plate. These gauges allowed the measurement of flyer plate velocity as 
well as pressure transmission though the plate. The other 11 gauges were placed 
2.5-cm above the top surface of the plate in the explosive charge with the same 
9-cm spacing. These gauges were fixed in space and allowed the measurement 
of detonation pressure and velocity. A screenshot of the model showing gauge 
locations is given in Figure 7.2. Model results give maximum steady plate velocity 
values of 625 m/s for prill and 750 m/s for crushed ANFO with 8 wt. % inert 
material added.  
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Table 7.1: Input parameters for Steel 1006 material model (ANSYS, 2011) 

Equation of State Shock unit 

Reference Density 7.896 g/cm3 

Gruneisen Coefficient 2.17 None 
Parameter C1 54.569E+03 m/s 
Parameter S1 1.49 None 
Parameter Quadratic S2 0.00 s/m 

Relative Volume, VE/V0 0.00 None 

Relative Volume, VB/V0 0.00 None 
Parameter C2 0.00 m/s 
Parameter S2 0.00 None 
Reference Temperature 3.00E+02 K 
Specific Heat 4.52E+02 J/kgK 
Thermal Conductivity 0.00 J/mKs 

Strength Johnson Cook  

Shear Modulus 8.18E+07 kPa 
Yield Stress 3.500E+05 kPa 
Hardening Constant 2.75E+05 kPa 
Hardening Exponent 3.69E-01 None 

Strain Rate Constant 2.20E-02 None 
Thermal Softening Exponent 1.00 None 
Melting Temperature 1.811E+03 K 
Reference Strain Rate (/s) 1.00 None 
Strain Rate Correction 1st Order  
Reference Johnson and Cook (1985) 
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Table 7.2: Input parameters for ANFO material model (ANSYS, 2011) 

Equation of State JWL unit 

Reference Density 

0.80 (prill) 

0.46 (crushed + 8 wt. % 
inert) 

g/cm3 

Parameter A 4.946E+07 kPa 

Parameter B 1.891E+06 kPa 
Parameter R1 3.907 None 
Parameter R2 1.118 None 
Parameter W 3.3333E-01 None 

C-J Detonation Velocity 

1600 (prill) 

2400 (crushed + 8 wt. % 
inert) 

m/s 

C-J Energy/unit volume 2.484 kJ/m3 

C-J Pressure 5.15E+6 kPa 
Burn on compression 
fraction 

0.00 None 

Pre-burn bulk modulus 0.00 kPa 
Adiabatic constant 0.00 none 
Auto convert to ideal gas Yes  

Reference: Davis and Hill (2001) 
 

These calculated plate velocities are 22% higher than the experimental 
results for prilled ANFO. The model does seem to capture the gradual ramp-up to 
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detonation in the ANFO and corresponding ramp up of flyer plate velocity. The 
general shape and bend angle of the flying plate are qualitatively similar to the 
plate shape and bend angle seen in the high-speed imaging. 

 

Table 7.3: Geometric parameters of flying plate model in AUTODYN 

Mesh Type Width (x) 
(mm) 

Height (y) 
(mm) 

Element 
size in x 
(mm) 

Element 
size in y 
(mm) 

Origin (x, y) 

Euler 1400 1000 5 1 -700,-500 
Lagrange 900 8 10 0.5 -450, -8 

  

 

Figure 7.2: Screenshot of the AUTODYN model geometry showing the location of 
measurement gauges. Pink diamonds represent gauges that were fixed to a point 
in space (Euler mesh node) and blue diamonds represent gauges that moved 
with the plate (fixed to a Lagrange mesh node) 
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A screenshot of the material locations 200µs after initiation is shown in 
Figure 7.3. In this figure, blue represents the location of ANFO, both before and 
after detonation. The flyer plate is represented in green. The detonation front is 
approximately located at the sharp downward bend in the flyer plate. A plot of 
plate velocity as a function of time from initiation for the five moving gauges 
closest to the initiation point is shown in Figure 7.4. These gauges are shown in 
Figure 7.2 as gages 1-5. Note the lack of a sharp inflection point between plate 
acceleration and steady plate velocity for gauges 1 and 2, and recall the scatter 
in the data collected from the measurement points nearest to the initiation point 
that was shown in the previous section. The relative consistency between the 
data sets suggests that both techniques are picking up the slow transition from 
burning to detonation (deflagration to detonation transition, or DDT) that has 
been reported for ANFO (Clark 1987), despite the difference in measured plate 
velocity. This point will be discussed further in Chapter 8.  

 

Figure 7.3: Screenshot of the AUTODYN model 157-µs after initiation showing 
the displacement of the flyer plate. 
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Figure 7.4: Plot of plate velocity as a function of time as measured by the moving gauges in AUTODYN.  

Gauge 1:
0-mm from initiation
Charge has not achieved
steady detonation

Gauge 2:
9-mm from initiation
Charge has not achieved
steady detonation

Gauge 3:
18-mm from initiation
Charge has achieved
steady detonation

Gauge 4:
27-mm from initiation
Charge has achieved
steady detonation

2400 0.46 g/cc
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION OF FLYING PLATE AND DETONATION VELOCITY TEST 

RESULTS 
 

This chapter will discuss how the experimental and numerical results 
presented in Chapters 6 and 7 relate to each other as well as data collected from 
the literature. A new relationship between the detonation velocity of ammonium 
nitrate-based explosives and their Gurney Energy is proposed and compared to 
the literature. The application of this new relationship to explosive welding design 
will be discussed in Chapter 9. 

 
 The experimentally-measured and numerically-modeled flying plate 
velocities follow the same general trend as those predicted by using the 
detonation velocity – a higher VOD produces a higher flyer plate velocity. 
However, The slope of the line through the modeled plate velocity data from the 
numerical results is similar to that of the experimental data but is much less than 
that predicted by the literature (Hoskin 1965, Deribas 1967, Herlach 1973, 
Cooper, 1996). Figure 8.1 compares the predicted flyer plate velocity from a 
variety of formulas to the experimentally-measured and numerically-modeled 
flyer plate velocity.  The predictive formulas used to generate Figure 8.1 are 
given in Table 8.1. 

The results of numerical material modeling somewhat match the results 
obtained experimentally through optical imagery. The general progression of 
plate deformation and plate velocity seen in the model are similar to that seen in 
experiment. However, the modeled plate velocity is much higher than the 
experimentally measured plate velocity, as shown in Figure 8.1. Figure 8.2 shows 
a screenshot from the numerical model superimposed on top of an image 
captured from experimental testing. Note the good match between the plate 
shape and bend angle between the experimental and numerical results.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of predicted flying plate velocity and measured flying plate velocity at a set charge mass to plate 
mass ratio.  
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Table 8.1: Summary of four approaches to predicting flying plate velocity based 
on detonation velocity for the open-faced sandwich plate configuration. 

Author Formula Energy Term 

Gurney (1943) 
Cooper (1996) 

  

Deribas (1967)  None 

Hoskin (1965)   

Herlach (1973)  None 

Definition of Terms: 
V = maximum flyer plate velocity 

VOD = detonation velocity 
M = Flying plate mass per unit area 

C = Charge mass per unit area 
 

Instability in the flying plate velocity due to the effects of the booster and 
the long transition from initiation to steady detonation in ANFO is seen in the 
experimental data for points close to the initiation point. Figure 8.3 shows the 
experimental data for plate velocity versus time from initiation for measurement 
points at 25-mm, 50-mm and 85-mm from initiation for the ANFO shot. This data 
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indicates that the length required for the charge to transition to steady detonation 
for the experimental ANFO was between 50-mm and 85-mm in length. Figure 8.4 
shows numerical model data from measurement points 0-mm, 9-mm, 18-mm, 27-
mm and 36-mm from the detonation point. This data indicates that the transition 
to steady detonation in the numerical ANFO model was between 9-mm and 18-
mm in length. The significantly faster transition to steady detonation predicted 
numerically indicates that the model is predicting more ideal detonation behavior 
than was present in the experimental ANFO charge, which may explain the 
numerical model predicting higher than measured plate velocities.  

 

 

Figure 8.2: Experimentally obtained image (top) of flying plate and numerical 
model screen shot of flying plate (bottom). Both images are zoomed in on the first 
60-cm of the plate. The AUTODYN screenshot has been mirrored to match the 
direction of detonation as seen in experiment.  

 

Energy values were calculated from the flying plate velocities from both 
numerical model results and experimental results. Energy was also calculated 
from cylinder wall velocities from cylinder expansion testing from the literature 
(Nyberg 2001). All energy values based on numerical and experimental results 
varied significantly from energy values predicted by the accepted empirical 
equation (Cooper 1996):  
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Figure 8.3: Experimental data for flying plate velocity vs time from initiation 
showing the instability of plate velocity within 50-mm of the initiation point. The 
transition to less scatter in the data between the 50-mm point and 85-mm point 
indicates that the explosive had fully transitioned from deflagration to detonation 
by the 85-mm measurement, and that the transition likely occurred after the 50-
mm point. 

 

Figure 8.4: Numerical model output for flying plate velocity vs time from initiation. 
Gauges are approximately 9-cm apart on the surface of the plate with Gauge 1 at 
the initiation point. While there is significantly less scatter than is shown in the 
experimental data, the data does become more consistent between points after 
the gauges located 18-mm from the initiation point. This indicates that the 
numerical ANFO fully transitioned from deflagration to detonation between 9-mm 
and 18-mm from the initiation point. 
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       (8.1)  

where:  

2!is explosive energy  

VOD is detonation velocity  

Explosive energy from the cylinder expansion tests was calculated using 
the cylindrical charge Gurney Equation of the form (Cooper 1996): 

      (8.2) 

where:  

√2E is explosive energy;  

V is cylinder wall velocity;  

M is cylinder mass per unit length;  

C is charge mass per unit length. 

Calculated explosive energy values are given in Table 8.2. A was noted in 
the previous chapter, the numerical model calculated plate velocity values that 
were 22 to 25 percent higher than those measured experimentally. The 
comparison of distances from initiation to full detonation (as indicated by plate 
velocity) indicates that the numerical model is predicting a more ideal detonation 
than was measured experimentally. The more ideal detonation predicted by the 
model may explain why the model is predicting higher plate velocities than were 
measured experimentally. A comparison of these values to the predicted energy 
from detonation velocity using Equation 8.1 is given in Figure 8.5.  
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Table 8.3 shows that the energy obtained from the flying plate test is significantly 
lower than the predicted energy, numerically determined energy, and cylinder 
expansion test energy. Note that the explosive efficiency values predicted by the 
numerical model are approximately double the values determined from 
experimental measurements. A new relationship between Gurney Velocity and 
VOD has been derived from a linear curve fit to the experimental data and is 
given in Equation 8.4 and should be more reflective of the energy output of 
ammonium nitrate based explosives in a planar geometry than the previously 
used relationship. Recall the data presented in Table 2.3 that showed explosive 
efficiency values of between 61 and 72% for generally ideal explosives in 
cylindrical geometries and compare those values to the 12 to 15% efficiency 
values reported in Table 8.3 for AN-based explosives in the open-faced sandwich. 
Also recall from Chapter 2 that most of the documented prediction formulas are 
based on the testing of generally ideal explosives in cylindrical geometries. It 
then follows that the difference between the new curve fit and the old predictive 
equations is likely due to the lower efficiency of the tested AN-based explosive 
when compared to the previously reported data for ideal explosives. This 
relationship is compared to the Cooper relationship in Figure 8.6. The fit between 
the measured data and the new predictive curve is perfect due to Equation 8.4 
being based on only two data points. The curve fit should become less optimal 
and the confidence in the prediction should become better as more data points 
are added.  

 2! = 0.014 !"# + 393    (8.4) 
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Table 8.2: Gurney Velocity values for several ammonium nitrate based 
explosives calculated from flying plate or cylinder wall velocity.  

 

Cylinder 
Expansion 

Test (Nyberg 
2003) 

(m/s) 

Flying Plate 
Test 

(m/s) 

Numerical Model 
Results 

(m/s) 

Prilled ANFO 1086 469 625 

Crushed 
ANFO + 8 
wt. % Inert 

- 544 

 
750 

 

 

Figure 8.5: Comparison of calculated energy based on experimental and 
numerical results to energy predicted by Equation 5.1 
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Table 8.3: Comparison of measured energy values and explosive efficiency of 
ANFO in the open face sandwich configuration with values from literature 
(Nyberg 2003) for explosives in a cylindrical configuration. Heat of detonation 
was assumed to be constant across all charges.  

Explosive 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

Heat of 
Detonation 

ΔHd 
(kcal/g) 

E 
(kcal/g) 

E/ΔHd; 
Explosive 
Efficiency 

(%) 

2! 
(km/s) 

ANFO* 0.85 0.956 0.38 40 1.086 
ANFO† 0.80 0.956 0.20 20 0.625 
ANFO†† 1.00 0.956 0.11 12 0.469 

CANFO + 8 
wt. % inert† 

0.46 0.956 0.28 29 0.750 

CANFO + 8 
wt. % inert∆ 0.46 0.956 0.15 15 0.544 

* Data from Nyberg, et.al. 2003 
† Data from numerical model 
†† Data from flyer plate velocity testing with prilled ANFO (this study) 
∆ Data from flyer plate velocity testing with crushed ANFO and 8 wt. % inert 
additive (this study) 
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Figure 8.6: Comparison of accepted relationship between detonation velocity and 
Gurney velocity and the proposed AXPRO relationship (Equation 5.4) between 
detonation velocity and Gurney Velocity for ammonium nitrate based explosives 
using unconfined planar charge geometry.  
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CHAPTER 9 
ANALYSIS OF MEASURED WELDING PARAMETERS IN THE CONTEXT OF 

THE WELDABILITY WINDOW FOR THE Cu-STEEL WELDING SYSTEM 
 

 This chapter will briefly describe the concept of the “weldability window,” 
then use a weldability window calculated for the cladding of copper and steel 
plates as background for discussing how the use of Equation 8.4 in place of 
existing predictive equations will affect the final explosive cladding shot design. 

The concept of the weldability window was popularized in the early 1970s 
by Wittman (1973, 1975), Stivers (1975), Loyer (1975), and others. The 
weldability window refers to the area in 2-dimensional space (collision angle 
versus collision point velocity space; the ratio of plate mass-to-charge mass 
versus flyer plate velocity space; or impact velocity versus collision angle space) 
in which a given metal system will undergo successful bonding. All weldability 
windows presented in this work will be in impact velocity/collision angle space. 
This space allows all parameters to be plotted using linear curves. If the outputs 
were re-plotted into a different 2-dimensional space (such as collision 
velocity/flyer plate velocity), the curves may not remain linear. These windows 
have been calculated using the algorithm presented by Vaidyanathan and 
Ramanathan (1993) implemented in Matlab. This work was the only resource 
found in the literature search that gave a complete work-flow from initial 
parameters to final welding system design. The Matlab code is given in Appendix 
B. A representative weldability window is shown and labeled in Figure 9.1. The 
weldability window can be used to quickly evaluate the effects that a changing 
parameter (i.e. plate thickness, explosive thickness, detonation velocity) can 
have on the quality of the final weld. It is used in this project to evaluate the effect 
of the relationship proposed in Equation 8.4 on the design point for a copper-
steel explosion welding system. The material properties used as inputs to the 
weldability window calculator are given in Table 9.1 (copper) and Table 9.2 
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(steel). The weldability window output by the Matlab calculator is shown in Figure 
9.2. Values for the recommended design point shown in Figure 9.2 are given in 
Table 9.3. 

 

 

Figure 9.1: Representative weldability window showing various interface 
parameters, region of successful welding, region of marginal welding, regions of 
unsuccessful welding, and a suggested design point. 
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Table 9.1: Weldability window calculator input parameters for copper (flyer plate) 

Copper (Generic Alloy - low values) 
 Parameter Value Unit 

Density 9.12E+02 (kgf*s2)/m4 

Thickness 6.00E-03 m 

Ultimate Tensile Strength 2.25E+07 kgf/m^2 

Melting Point 1.08E+03 deg C 

Thermal Conductivity 9.42E+01 cal/(m*s*K) 

Specific Heat 9.15E+01 cal/(kg*K) 

Tensile Yield Strength 7.04E+06 kgf/m2 

Bulk Sound Speed 3.81E+03 m/s 

Hardness (vickers) 3.69E+02 kgf/m2 

Diffusivity 1.13E-03 m2/h 

 

Figure 9.3 shows a comparison of predicted flyer plate velocity versus 
predicted collision angle (by Taylor’s formula) for a flyer plate with a plate mass 
to charge mass ratio (M/C) of 0.5 using the Cooper equation (Equation 8.1) and 
the new AXPRO equation (Equation 8.4) to predict the Gurney Velocity for 
ammonium nitrate based explosives with detonation velocities ranging from 1600 
m/s to 4380 m/s.  

The effect of the proposed predictive formula on this system can then be 
evaluated by superimposing Figure 9.3 on top of Figure 9.2. This is shown in 
Figure 9.4. 

Figure 9.4 clearly shows that there would be a significant change in the 
design of the welding system if changing from the Cooper equation for predicting 
to Gurney Velocity to the proposed AXPRO equation. This change is due to the 
polynomial nature of the AXPRO equation. The AXPRO prediction therefore 
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gives a non-linear curve with a decreasing collision angle as the flyer plate 
velocity changes; as opposed to the Cooper prediction’s constant collision angle 
with varying flyer plate velocity. The Cooper prediction gives a wide range of 
possible detonation velocities that would produce a successful weld. The AXPRO 
equation, which tends to predict a lower Gurney Velocity for a given VOD, 
indicates that there is a very small range of detonation velocities that will produce 
a successful weld for this M/C ratio. Shifting the flyer plate velocity versus 
collision angle curve upward so that it intersects the recommended design point 
could be accomplished by increasing the charge load (increasing the energy 
available to the plate). Increasing the charge mass so that the M/C ratio 
decreased to between 0.66 and 0.75 would have the desired effect. Additional 
testing to evaluate the actual change in welding success caused by changing the 
Gurney energy prediction equation would be useful to determine the usefulness 
of the new AXPRO equation. 
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Table 9.2: Weldability window calculator input parameters for steel (base plate) 

Mild Steel (generic carbon steel - low values) 

Parameter Value Unit 

Density 8.00E+02 (kgf*s2)/m4 
Thickness 2.54E-02 m 
Ultimate Tensile Strength 2.81E+07 kgf/m^2 
Melting Point 1.37E+03 deg C 
Thermal Conductivity 5.81E+00 cal/(m*s*K) 
Specific Heat 1.08E+02 cal/(kg*K) 
Tensile Yield Strength 1.90E+07 kgf/m2 
Bulk Sound Speed 6.10E+03 m/s 

Hardness (vickers) 2.00E+02 kgf/m2 
Diffusivity 6.75E-05 m2/h 
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Figure 9.2: Weldability window for copper-steel system as described in Tables 
9.1 and 9.2 as output by the Matlab calculator. The diamond represents the 
design point recommended by the algorithm. 

 

Table 9.3: Design point values as output by the Vaidyanathan and Ramanathan 
(1993) algorithm. 

Parameter Value Unit 
Flyer Plate Velocity 295 m/s 
Collision Angle 6.3 degrees 
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Figure 9.3: Predicted flyer plate velocity versus predicted collision angle for 
ammonium nitrate-based explosives with detonation velocities ranging from 1600 
m/s to 4380 m/s. 
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Figure 9.4: Copper-steel weldability window superimposed with predicted flyer 
plate velocity versus predicted collision angle plot. Points from the Cooper 
equation are shown in red and points from the proposed AXPRO equation are 
shown in blue. 
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CHAPTER 10  
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

This research program was successful in developing a method of direct 
optical measurement of explosively-driven flyer plate velocity. It has been shown 
that existing equations to predict Gurney Velocity do not work well when applied 
to ammonium nitrate-based explosives. Based on the experimental dataset 
collected using the new measurement method a new relationship between the 
detonation velocity and Gurney Velocity has been proposed for ammonium 
nitrate-based explosives. It has been shown that the proposed AXPRO 
relationship between VOD and Gurney Energy can significantly influence the 
design of a welding system.  

However, there are some drawbacks to moving forward based on the 
conclusions drawn from the current data set. The primary issue is the number of 
tested mix designs. While small data sets from explosives testing are very 
common in literature, the new relationship mentioned above was based on the 
results of two tests completed with an early iteration of the experimental setup. 
Due to the ease of fitting a curve to two points, the new relationship should be 
considered preliminary until further testing can be accomplished. It is possible 
that further testing will reveal that the slope of the √2E-VOD curve for ammonium 
nitrate-based explosive matches the slope of an existing predictive formula. 
During the process of expanding the data set, attempts should be made to test 
explosives with a wide range of detonation velocities, as well as a range of 
charge weights (M/C ratios) for each explosive. Varying both the detonation 
velocity and charge weight will ensure that the final equation is the result of a 
broad data set. 

Second, the spatial resolution of the camera used in these tests is 
relatively low. While the calculated error due to resolution is not excessive (~ 
±12%), further confirmation of experimental values using more precise equipment 
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(such as the SIMX16 camera and PDV laser systems recently acquired by 
AXPRO) is important. Finally, the presented flyer plate velocity values, and 
corresponding Gurney Velocity values, were measured just as the detonation 
front reached the section of the flyer plate that was completely covered by the 
explosive (recall that the first 1/3 of the charge was triangular to allow for the 
ramp up to detonation while minimizing charge mass). Calculations based on 
measurements made before the surface of the plate is entirely covered with the 
explosive must be made with the assumption that the uncovered portion of the 
plate (that is not propelled by the explosive) has no influence on the velocity of 
the covered portion of the plate. This assumption is dubious based on the 
analysis by Backofen (2001) on cylinder testing using various materials that 
showed material selection had a significant influence on the final cylinder wall 
velocity. Tests must be done in which data is collected from the center of the fully 
covered potion of the plate (~60-cm from the initiation point if using the method 
described in this document) to minimize the influence of metal strength on the 
final plate velocity.  

An additional weakness of this method when using the charge geometries 
that were used in this testing is the requirement that the space between the flying 
plate and camera must remain free of obstructions for the duration of the test 
shot. The low success rate obtained during this project (2 useable shots out of 5 
attempts) illustrates the difficulty of meeting this requirement. Some methods of 
overcoming this weakness may be: 

1. Using a charge with significantly narrower than the width of the flyer 
plate. This would allow the flyer plate to curl up at the edges and 
prevent post-blast gasses from impinging upon the view of the 
camera, as well as blocking some of the flash from the explosion. 
The use of this method would be dependent upon the 
demonstration that the strength of the metal plate has a minimal 
affect on the measured plate velocity. 
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2. Backlight the plate with a wavelength of light that can pass through 
the post-detonation gasses to create a shadowgraph of the flying 
plate.  

3. Abandon the use of an optical imaging technique for the use of a 
laser measurement system (Photon Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) or 
an x-ray system. The PDV system is composed of a several laser 
interferometers with probes that can be placed under the flyer plate. 
The data from the PDV is processed and presented in a velocity 
time plot. A multi-head flash x-ray system can be set up in much the 
same manner as the optical technique described in this work. The 
advantage of the x-ray system is the ability of x-rays to penetrate 
the post detonation gas cloud, negating any obstruction of the plate. 
These methods would allow for the measurement of plate velocity 
along the entire 90-cm length of the plate, but would not meet the 
established premise that the research uses readily available 
imaging technology (see Chapter 4). 

Despite the seemingly discouraging comments in the last paragraphs, the 
measurement method developed through this work can be used to better 
understand the explosive mixes currently in use by the explosive cladding 
industry. It will also enable the development of new mix designs tailored for a 
specific welding system.   
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APPENDIX A 
Table of results from all AN-explosive testing 

Date 
Geometry 
(lengths in 

cm) 
Confined? Confinement 

Type Fuel 
AN 

Particle 
Size 

Additive 
Additive 
Quantity 

(% by 
mass) 

Thickness 
(cm) 

Diameter 
(cm) 

Density 
(g/cc) 

VOD 
(m/s) 

Measured 
Gurney 
Velocity 

(m/s) 

11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand FO AXPRO - -  - 0.83 3238 - 
11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand CHO AXPRO - - 4 - 1.06 3199 - 
11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand CHO AXPRO - - 3.5 - 1.06 3228  
11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand CHO AXPRO - - 3.5 - 1.06 3098  
11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand CHO AXPRO - - 2 - 1.06 3171  
11/13/08 60x30 planar Y Sand CD AXPRO - - 3.2 - 0.70 2349 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 10 1.00 3920 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 10 1.00 4296 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 10 0.96 4264 - 
6/28/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 7.2 1.03 3400 - 
6/28/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 7.2 1.03 3396 - 
6/28/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO - - - 7.2 1.06 3466 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO AXPRO - -  - 0.83 3253 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO Prill - - 3.7 - 0.71 800 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO Coarse - - 4.3 - 0.62 3399 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO Fine - - 4.3 - 0.62 3380 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD AXPRO - -  - 0.70 3059 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD Prill - - 3.7 - 0.72 0 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD Coarse - - 4.3 - 0.62 3087 - 
7/20/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD Fine - - 4.3 - 0.61 3169 - 
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Date 
Geometry 
(lengths in 

cm) 
Confined? Confinement 

Type Fuel 
AN 

Particle 
Size 

Additive 
Additive 
Quantity 

(% by 
mass) 

Thickness 
(cm) 

Diameter 
(cm) 

Density 
(g/cc) 

VOD 
(m/s) 

Measured 
Gurney 
Velocity 

(m/s) 
4/26/11 Cylindrical N - FO Prill - - - 10 0.81 1600 1319 
4/27/11 90x30 planar N - FO Prill - - 7.5 - 1.00 1600 469 
7/22/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO DMC Inert 5 5.7 - 0.46 2860 - 
7/22/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO DMC Inert 10 7.5 - 0.35 2473 - 
7/22/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO DMC Inert 15 7.6 - 0.33 2024 - 
7/22/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand FO DMC Inert 20 9.5 - 0.27 1685 - 
6/28/11 90x30 planar N - FO DMC Inert 8% 15.9 - 0.46 2406 544 
6/28/11 90x30 planar N - FO DMC Inert 14% 20.9 - 0.37 1976 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 10 1.00 4489 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 10 1.03 4821 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.05 4481 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.05 4809 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 5 - 10 1.14 4058 - 
5/24/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 6 - 10 1.13 4177 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 10 0.95 4186 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.00 4208 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 6 - 10 1.11 4007 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.00 4163 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.04 4380 - 
5/25/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 10 1.00 4227 - 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 7.2 1.04 3688 - 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 7.2 1.00 3740 - 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 2 - 7.2 1.00 3732 - 
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Date 
Geometry 
(lengths in 

cm) 
Confined? Confinement 

Type Fuel 
AN 

Particle 
Size 

Additi
ve 

Additive 
Quantity 

(% by 
mass) 

Thickness 
(cm) 

Diameter 
(cm) 

Density 
(g/cc) 

VOD 
(m/s) 

Measured 
Gurney 
Velocity 

(m/s) 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 7.2 0.96 3562 - 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 7.2 1.06 3520 - 
6/29/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 4 - 7.2 1.06 3510 - 
6/30/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 6 - 7.2 1.15 3422 - 
6/30/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 6 - 7.2 1.07 3422 - 
6/30/10 Cylindrical Y Pea Gravel FO AXPRO Water 6 - 7.2 1.13 3426 - 
7/21/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD DMC Water 2% 4.2 - 0.63 3212 - 
7/21/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD DMC Water 4% 3.7 - 0.71 2934 - 
7/21/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD DMC Water 6% 3.7 - 0.70 2398 - 
7/21/10 90x20 planar Y Damp Sand CD DMC Water 8% 3.1 - 0.84 0 - 
7/21/10 Hemisphere Y Damp Sand CD DMC Water 10% 14 -  0 - 
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APPENDIX B 
Matlab code for weldability window calculator 

%Plate #1 Parameters 
rho1=9.1162*10^2; 
T1=6*10^-3; 
UTS1=2.2535*10^7; 
Cb1=3.810*10^3; 
Tmp1=1.084*10^3; 
K1=9.417*10^1; 
C1=9.154*10^1; 
alpha1=1.13*10^-3; 
h1=369; 
TYS1=7.036068*10^6; 
  
%Plate #2 Parameters 
rho2=8.0047*10^2; 
T2=2.54*10^-2; 
UTS2=2.81442*10^7; 
Cb2=6.1*10^3; 
Tmp2=1.37*10^2; 
K2=5.81*10^0; 
C2=1.0755*10^2; 
alpha2=6.75*10^-5; 
h2=2*10^2; 
TYS2=1.8966*10^7; 
  
%Explosive Properties 
rhoc=87.6; 
  
  
%Reynolds Value (Should be from experimental table) 
Rc=10.6; 
  
%Design Procedure 
%Selection of Explosive 
Vt=((2.0*10^6*Rc*(h1+h2))/(rho1+rho2))^(1/2); 
  
if Vt<2000 
    Vc=Vt+200; 
end 
    
if 2000<Vt<2500 
    Vc=Vt+100; 
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end 
  
if Vt>=2500 
    Vc=Vt+50; 
end 
Vc 
  
%Select the flyer plate 
  
if (rho1*T1)>(rho2*T2) 
rhof=rho2; 
Tf=T2; 
UTSf=UTS2; 
Cbf=Cb2; 
Tmpf=Tmp2; 
Kf=K2; 
Cf=C2; 
alphaf=alpha2; 
hf=h2; 
TYSf=TYS2; 
rhob=rho1; 
Tb=T1; 
UTSb=UTS1; 
Cbb=Cb1; 
Tmpb=Tmp1; 
Kb=K1; 
Cb=C1; 
alphab=alpha1; 
hb=h1; 
TYSb=TYS1; 
  
else 
rhof=rho1; 
Tf=T1; 
UTSf=UTS1; 
Cbf=Cb1; 
Tmpf=Tmp1; 
Kf=K1; 
Cf=C1; 
alphaf=alpha1; 
hf=h1; 
TYSf=TYS1; 
rhob=rho2; 
Tb=T2; 
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UTSb=UTS2; 
Cbb=Cb2; 
Tmpb=Tmp2; 
Kb=K2; 
Cb=C2; 
alphab=alpha2; 
hb=h2; 
TYSb=TYS2; 
end 
  
%Determine the minimum flyer plate velocity 
%A 
Vp1=(UTS1/rho1)^(1/2); 
Vp2=(UTS2/rho2)^(1/2); 
P1=0.5*Cb1*rho1*Vp1; 
P2=0.5*Cb2*rho2*Vp2; 
if P1<P2 
    Vpnew=P2/(Cb1*rho1); 
else 
    Vpnew=P1/(Cb2*rho2); 
end 
  
if P1<P2 
    Vpmin1=Vpnew+1/2*Vp2; 
else 
    Vpmin1=Vpnew+1/2*Vp1; 
end 
  
%B 
%insert lookup table for Pmin 
Pmin=4.08*10^8; 
Vpmin2=(2*Pmin)/(Cbf*rhof); 
  
%C 
%Insert lookup table for E1 
E1=2.11*10^5; 
Vpmin3=((2*E1)/(rhof*Tf))^(1/2); 
  
%D 
inc=1; 
Vpmin4=10; 
for Vp=10:1:1500 
    Beta(inc)=180/pi*asin(Vp/Vc); 
    Ps(inc)=(2*1.22*10^8)/(rhof*Vp^2); 
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    vL(inc)=6*Ps(inc)^(-0.4); 
    vW(inc)=32*Ps(inc)^(-0.5); 
    vE(inc)=46*Ps(inc)^(-0.5); 
     
    if Beta(inc)>vL(inc) 
        Vpmin4=10; 
      end 
    inc=inc+1; 
end   
  
  
%Vpmin selection 
  
Vpmin=max([Vpmin1 Vpmin2 Vpmin3 Vpmin4]) 
  
  
%Determine Max Plate Velocity 
%A 
  
if (Tmp1/alpha1)<=(Tmp2/alpha2) 
    Tmp=Tmp1; 
    K=K1; 
    C=C1; 
    rho=rho1; 
else 
    Tmp=Tmp2; 
    K=K2; 
    C=C2; 
    rho=rho2; 
end 
  
Vpmax1=(((Tmp*Cbf)^(1/2))/(0.082*Vc))*((K*C*Cbf)/(rho*Tf))^(1/4) 
  
%B 
%Insert look up table for E2 
E2=5.86*10^5; 
Vpmax2=(2*E2/(rhof*Tf))^(1/2) 
  
%Vpmax selection 
  
Vpmax=min([Vpmax1 Vpmax2]) 
  
%Selection of Flyer Velocity 
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DeltaVp=Vpmax-Vpmin; 
  
Vp=Vpmin+0.1*(DeltaVp) 
  
  
%Main Jet Velocity 
  
Vmj=(Vc^2-Vp^2)^(1/2); 
  
%Explosive Loading 
  
Ri=2/((0.612/Vp)-1); 
  
R=-Ri; 
  
Te=R*rhof*Tf/rhoc; 
  
%Minimum Standoff 
  
d1=0.20*(Tf+Te); 
  
d2=1.5*Tf; 
  
dmin=max([d1 d2]); 
  
%Quality Control Check; 1=good, 0=bad 
  
if Vc>Vt 
    QCweld=1; 
else 
    QCweld=0; 
end 
  
if Vpmin<Vpmax 
    QCweld=1; 
else 
    QCweld=0; 
end 
  
QCweld 
  
%Recommended Detonation Velocity 
  
VODr=Vc; 
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%Recommended Collision Angle 
  
theta=180/pi*asin(Vp/VODr) 
  
%Print Weldability Window 
x1=Vp; 
x2=Vpmax; 
x3=Vpmin; 
y1=theta 
y2=vL; 
y3=vW; 
y4=vE; 
  
plot(x1,y1,'d') 
hold on; 
plot(x2,y4) 
plot(x3,y4) 
plot(y2) 
plot(y3) 
plot(y4) 
hold off; 
axis([0 800 0 45]) 
  
xlabel('Flyer Plate Velocity (m/s)','FontSize',10) 
ylabel('Collision Angle (deg)','FontSize',10) 
title('\it{Weldablity Parameters for Cu-Ms Explosion Cladding 
System}','FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold') 
  
%set(plot(2),'Displayname','Upper Limit for Bonding') 
%legend('Location','NorthWest') 
 


